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 forEworD

We are all bombarded by successful brands on a daily basis and each of us has  
our own list of those that we think ‘do it well’. Orange, Apple, Audi, Innocent... 
whichever category they sit in, they have one thing in common: they differentiate 
themselves in a unique and intelligent way, eclipsing their competitors as a result.
	 Within	the	environmental	NGO	field,	there	has	always	been	a	rather	
formulaic approach to branding: hand drawn or technical illustration, whimsical 
and science-led typefaces.
 When The Climate Group was established in 2004, we undertook a 
comprehensive review of the environmental charity sector as a whole. The result of 
this research was the unanimous decision to take full advantage of such a visually 
weak sector in order to harness our own potency. Our objective was to create a 
brand which endures and by-passes the typically ‘gentle’ world of all that is ’green’. 
 In order to create a dynamic and powerful lobbying organisation,  
The	Climate	Group	needed	to	be	powerful,	direct,	bold,	confident	and	solutions–
oriented.	The	issue	of	climate	change	had	little	profile	at	that	time	and	certainly	
wouldn’t have made front-page news so we were keen to avoid a negative outlook 
and therefore adopted a non-emotional tone of voice, which would be the antithesis 
of what people had become accustomed to.
	 We	recognise	the	fact	that	our	brand	and	reputation	is	not	simply	defined	by	
a corporate identity or graphic design but ultimately, is moulded by everything each 
of us say and do. However, how we present ourselves to the world is one of the most 
visible aspects of the brand. The Climate Group and all it stands for must be clearly 
defined,	from	which	pictures	hang	on	the	office	walls	to	what	paper	we	print	our	
business cards on. Most importantly, it is vital that there is consistency across all 
that we do to ensure that the brand continues to evolve and enhance it’s position  
as a world-leader across climate change action in a focused and cohesive manner. 
 This book is an important step in that process and has been produced as a 
result	of	our	increasing	global	brand	profile.	The	past	two	years	has	seen	offices	
open in Delhi, Beijing and New York with more planned for. Whilst we would hope 
to	empower	each	individual	office	in	their	own	right	and	allow	local	culture	and	
communication to be accommodated, we recognise the need for a level of control 
over the brand language to ensure that who and what we are remains clear.
 The Climate Group brand has evolved organically since the organisation’s 
conception largely because our communications have been centralised and we 
would hope that with the support of this document, it can continue to do so.  
These	guidelines	are	intended	to	provide	you	with	a	brand	definition	framework,	
which encapsulates what we stand for and details the creative expression of  
that framework. 
 I hope that you will share our belief and approach as an organisation and 
work with us to ensure that our communications continue to go from strength to 
strength	and	that	The	Climate	Group	brand	continues	to	inform	and	influence	
globally on the issue of climate change.

Steve Howard
CEO
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01   oUr braND 
maNIfESTo
Our objective is to accelerate the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions on a 
global scale through the lobbying of key decision-makers and by using powerful  
and effective communication around the issue.

Our commitment to this objective manifests itself through solutions-oriented, 
straight-talking communications which can take on any shape: exhibitions, 
publications, events and broadcasts.

We	are	clear	about	how	we	communicate	and	recognise	the	benefit	of	adopting
a positive and energetic stance towards the issue. Our mission is to make
the issue of climate change real to people by providing them with salient  
and tangible facts to make it more relevant to their everyday life.

We intend to continue to change and challenge the way that people think  
and behave in order to encourage a low carbon economy on a global scale.
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01  oUr braND  
oUr aUDIENCE
In	order	to	communicate	effectively,	The	Climate	Group	initially	identified	two	
primary target audiences. These two audiences were governments and large 
corporations and businesses. More recently however the consumer at large has 
become just as relevant.

These	primary	audiences	are	difficult	to	communicate	with	due	to	their	limited	
accessibility and time. Therefore the Climate Group’s brand identity was created 
with these factors in mind: the brand needed to be unique within its marketplace, 
arresting, business like in appearance and with a distinct air of authority.

It has become typical for environmental groups to veer towards a predominantly 
green	and	blue	colour	palette	coupled	with	unrefined	logo’s	and	typefaces,	 
creating a conventional ‘environmental’ look, not matched to that of the target 
audience. Our mission was to challenge this stereotype by creating a brand that 
was the antithesis of this. 

Initially through the North South East West project our audience has increased  
to include the consumer.

Today,	our	audiences	can	be	defined	through	four	distinct	categories:

Government:
–	Prime	Ministers,	Heads	of	State,	Presidents
–	Environment	Departments	(e.g.	Defra)
–	Cabinet	Ministers
–	Majors,	local	government	officials

Business:
–	CEO’s
–	CSR	Departments
–	Secondary	management

Consumer:
–	‘The	converted’	(e.g.	Independent/Guardian	readership)
–	Non-believers	(those	that	need	the	issue	to	be	closer	to	their	everyday	lives)

Same sector:
–	Broader	‘green’	charities	(FOE,	Greenpeace,	WWF)
–	Specific	climate	change	NGO’s	(Carbon	Trust,	Global	Cool)
–	Organisations	offering	business	solutions	around	issue
–	(Carbon	Neutral	Company,	Ecotricity,	etc.)
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02   baSIC ELEmENTS 
CoLoUr paLETTE
Colour is one way that a brand can distinguish itself and gain recognition  
in	its	field.	The	Climate	Group’s	colours	are	unique	to	the	brand	and	using	 
them consistently across all media helps build recognition and coherence.  
The Climate Group’s corporate colours are red, black and white, creating  
a bold brand without the extravagance of four colours, making production  
more economical and saving energy.

The	Climate	Group	Red
Pantone	185
C  0%
M		91%	
Y  76% 
K  0%

R	 239
G 62
B 66

100%	 100%

90%  90%

80%	 80%

70% 70%

60% 60%

50%	 50%

40% 40%

30%	 30%

20% 20%

10%	 10%

100%	 100%

90%  90%

80%	 80%

70% 70%

60% 60%

50%	 50%

40% 40%

30%	 30%

20% 20%

10%	 10%

Black
C  0%
M  0% 
Y  0% 
K		100%

R	 0
G 0
B 0

White 
C  0%
M  0% 
Y  0% 
K  0%

R	 0
G 0
B 0

To ensure that the fundamental 
values of The Climate Group  
brand are not compromised, it  
is important to match any colour 
application to The Climate Group 
Red,	Black	or	White	out.	No	other	
alternatives are acceptable.

Tints should be used sparingly  
and are used most effectively  
in charts and diagrams. Tints  
must be selected carefully to 
maintain visual clarity and legibility.

The colours shown in this book 
may	not	match	the	PANTONE	
colour	standards.	For	accurate	
standards refer to the current 
edition	of	the	PANTONE	Colour	
Formula	Guide.
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02   baSIC ELEmENTS 
marqUE
The Climate Group marque is made up of two elements, the large bold ‘C’ 
and the red degree symbol. When used to identify The Climate Group these 
elements	must	always	be	used	together	as	shown	here,	NEVER	separately.	
However the degree symbol can be used as a graphic device for illustrative 
purposes. The animation that features on The Climate Group website is a 
good example of this.
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02   baSIC ELEmENTS 
LoGoTYpE
The Climate Group logotype is written in the brand typeface in caps with  
the red degree symbol positioned before the ‘C’. It is used on occasions when  
a descriptor is required in addition to the marque such as on stationery or as  
a sign off on a publication.

A version of The Climate Group  
logo has been created for China.
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02  baSIC ELEmENTS 
LoGo CoLoUrS

The marque should only be reproduced in the following formats: black with a red 
degree symbol, white with a red degree symbol, completely black or completely 
white out. Examples below show the permitted permutations for logo application.

Each	logo	format	uses	a	pre-defined	
logo size. This ensures uniformity 
and maintains brand consistency.

The red and black or red and white 
out	logo	should	be	the	first	logos	 
to	be	used.	Only	when	PANTONE	
185	is	not	available	use	the	black	
or white out versions.

The black on white and white out 
versions of the logo should only  
be	used	when	the	special	185	 
is not available.
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02   baSIC ELEmENTS 
LoGo CoLoUrS

The logotype should only be reproduced in the following formats: black with a red degree symbol, white 
with a red degree symbol, completely black or completely white out. Examples below show the permitted 
permutations for logo application.

The black on white and white out 
versions of the logo should only  
be	used	when	the	special	185	 
is not available.

Each	logo	format	uses	a	pre-defined	
logo size. This ensures uniformity 
and maintains brand consistency.

The red and black or red and white 
out	logo	should	be	the	first	logos	 
to	be	used.	Only	when	PANTONE	
185	is	not	available	use	the	black	
or white out versions.
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02   baSIC ELEmENTS 
LoGo ExCLUSIoN zoNES

The exclusion zones are outlined below. These boundaries prevent other graphic 
elements interfering with the integrity of the logo, particularly when used next  
to other brand marques. Maximise the space around the logo where possible.  
To enhance and support the integrity and consistency of the brand, always 
reproduce	The	Climate	Group	logos	in	the	correct	form	and	colour.	Pre-determined	
sizes for the logo are detailed below.

The Climate Group logo must 
be surrounded by a minimum  
area of clear space. 

Logo wordmarque 
Exclusion zones
x = cap height of T

The Climate Group logo China 
must be surrounded by a 
minimum area of clear space. 

Logo wordmarque 
Exclusion zones
x = cap height of T

X

X

X

X X

X
The most commonly used size for 
the	logo	is	36mm	wide.	This	is	
used on stationary and the cover  
of Low Carbon leaders.

The smallest size that the logo 
should	be	used	is	3.5mm	which	 
is also used within the Low  
Carbon Leader.

Logo standard 
Exclusion zones
x = Degree size

The most commonly used size  
for	the	logo	type	is	39mm. 
This is used on stationary and  
all documentation.

X X

X X

X X

X

X

X

X

39mm

36mm 3.5mm
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02   baSIC ELEmENTS 
LoGo rELaTIoNShIpS

The nature of The Climate Group means working with many other organisations. 
Below are a few examples of how partner logos should be treated alongside  
The Climate Group.

Use	a	.25pt	keyline	to	separate	 
the logos. Ensure that each logo  
is given equal status. Often, 
matching the partner logos to the 
same	CAP	height	as	The	Climate	
Group wordmark is a good starting 
point, as illustrated by the HSBC 
and defra examples opposite.
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02   baSIC ELEmENTS 
LoGo USaGE

Maximum contrast helps the legibility of the logo. It should only be used in clear 
areas of images. Avoid areas of detail. The logo should only be reproduced in the 
following formats: black with a red degree symbol, white with a red degree symbol, 
completely black or completely white out. The logo should never be tinted.

Mid-tone image
White out logo.

Mid-tone image
Black and red logo.

Dark-tone image
White and red logo.

Mid-tone image
Black logo.
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02   baSIC ELEmENTS 
LoGo USaGE

The Climate Group name must be reproduced in the correct form and colour.  
It must always be proportionally scaled and should not be stretched or distorted. 
The red degree symbol and bold cap ‘C’ should always be considered as a single 
unit when used as a logo, but can be used to create a distinctive graphic like the  
cover of these guidelines and the NorthSouthEastWest slip case.

Do not reproduce the logo in  
any other colours.

The two parts of the logo should 
always be proportionally scaled 
and not separated.

The logo should not be stretched 
or distorted.

The logo should not be used on 
complex areas of images, or where 
lack of contrast reduces legibility.
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02  baSIC ELEmENTS 
TYpEfaCE

Trade Gothic Medium
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIjKlMNOPqRSTUVWxyz
0123456789
!@€£$%^&*()_-	–—{}:;”’|\<,>.?/

Trade Gothic bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abCDEfGhIjkLmNopqrSTUvwxYz
0123456789
!@€£$%^&*()_- –—{}:;”’|\<,>.?/

Trade Gothic Condensed No.18
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abCdefGhijklmNopqrsTuvwxyz
0123456789
!@£$%^&*()_- –—{}:;”’|\<,>.?/

Trade Gothic Condensed No.20
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abCdefGhijklmNopqrsTuvwxyz
0123456789
!@£$%^&*()_- –—{}:;”’|\<,>.?/

The primary Climate Group typeface is Trade Gothic and is used in two 
	weights	–	Trade	Gothic	Medium	and	Trade	Gothic	Bold.

This is Trade Gothic Medium,  
for use in body text. Always use  
in upper and lower case.

This is Trade Gothic Bold, for  
use in headings, facts or quotes  
to help draw attention to particualr 
information. This should mainly  
be used in caps.

This is Trade Gothic Bold 
Condensed	No.18.	This	typeface	
should only be used in upper and 
lower case in the document,  
Low Carbon Leader,	specifically	 
in the tables. Note: this typeface 
does not have its own euro symbol.

This is Trade Gothic Bold 
Condensed No.20. This typeface 
should only be used in bold caps 
in the document, Low Carbon 
Leader,	specifically	for	headings	
and image captions. Note: this 
typeface does not have its own 
euro symbol.
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02   baSIC ELEmENTS 
TYpEfaCE USaGE

abcdefghijklmnopqrs 
tuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrs 
tuvwxyz

abCDEfGhIjkLmNopqrS 
TUvwxYz

abCDEfGhIjkLmNopqrS 
TUvwxYz

abCDEfGhIjkLmNopqrS 
TUvwxYz

abCDEfGhIjkLmNopqrS 
TUvwxYz

abCDEfGhIjkLmNopqrS 

TUvwxYz

a b C D E f G h I j k L 
m N o p q r S 
T U v w x Y z

abcdefghijklmnopqrs 
tuvwxyz

abcdefghijklm nopqrs 
tuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrs 
tuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrs 
tuvwxyz

In order to maintain a consistent brand identity, typographic design should  
be applied as below.

Correct	alignment	–	ranged	left

Incorrect	alignment	–	ranged	right

Incorrect	alignment	–	centred

Correct character spacing

Incorrect	character	spacing	–	
too tight

Incorrect	character	spacing	–	
too open

Correct character spacing

Incorrect	character	spacing	–	
too tight

Incorrect	character	spacing	–	
too open
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02   baSIC ELEmENTS 
TYpE SIzES

There	are	six	pre-defined	type	sizes	and	line	spacing	(leading)	options,	 
to be chosen based on format and content and used in conjunction with  
The Climate Group literature and stationery grid. Tracking details are  
shown below.

88pt	type/80pt	line	spacing
–70	tracking

Usage: Display purposes in 
literature and other applications.

20pt	type/20pt	line	spacing
–50	tracking

Usage: Display purposes in 
literature and other applications.

15pt	type/15pt	line	spacing
–25	tracking

Usage: Introduction text

10pt	type/10pt	line	spacing
–15	tracking

Usage: Body copy

7pt	type/7.5pt	line	spacing
–15	tracking

Usage:	Footnotes,	Sources

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, 
quis nos trud exerci tation ullam 
corper sus cipit lob orwtis.

UT wISI ENIm 
aD mINIm.
UT wISI ENIm aD mINIm vENIam, qUIS NoS 
TrUD ExErCI TaTIoN ULLam CorpEr SUS 
CIpIT Lob orwTIS NISL UT aLIqU IpEx Ea.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nos trud exerci 
tation ullam corper sus cipit lob orwtis nisl ut aliqu  
ipex ea com modo conse quat.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nos trud 
exerci tation ullam corper sus cipit lob orwtis  
nisl ut aliqu ipex ea com modo conse quat.
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GraphIC STYLE

The Climate Group primary graphic style uses blocks of brand colour over text  
to highlight key points and to create levels of hierarchy within documents.  
This is particularly useful when used with facts and quotes as outlined below. 
Within image captions, all text is highlighted using a percentage of black. Look  
at	section	five	where	examples	of	graphic	style	is	used	in	existing	documents.

By using various colours of type 
and bar you can create different 
levels of hierarchy:

Level one is black type with a 
black bar which starts one space 
after the last word.

Level two is white type out of  
a	PANTONE	185	bar.

level	three	is	PANTONE	185	 
type	overprinted	on	a	10%	black	
(10%k)	bar.

4th level is black type with a  
10%	black	(10%k)	bar

Facts	are	always	in	Trade	Gothic	
Bold and in caps. Limit the amount 
of copy as large paragraphs can 
become	difficult	to	read.	The	word	
“FACT”	should	be	PANTONE	185	
and	the	text	black	(100%k)	over	
grey	box	(10%k).

quotes	are	always	in	Trade	Gothic	
Bold and in caps. Limit the amount 
of copy as large paragraphs can 
become	difficult	to	read.	The	word	
“qUOTE”	should	be	black	(100%k)	
and	the	text	PANTONE	185	over	
grey	box	(10%k).

Captions can be placed on 
photography or on the opposite 
page.	The	word	“RIGHT”	should	
be	black	(100%k)	and	the	text	
PANTONE	185	over	grey	box	
(10%k).	If	placed	on	the	image	
there is no need to indicate  
“left”	or	right”.

As well as overprinting type,  
you can overprint graphics onto 
photography. This is an example  
of overprinting used in Carbon 
Down Profits Up which you  
can	see	in	section	five.

faCT: UT wISI ENIm aD 
mINIm vENIam, qUIS NoS 
UT wISI ENIm aD mINIm

qUoTE: “UT wISI ENIm aD 
mINIm vENIam, qUIS NoS.”
NamE, poSITIoN, CompaNY

LEvEL oNE
LEvEL Two
LEvEL ThrEE
LEvEL foUr

hIGh oCCUpaNCY vEhICLE  
LaNE, CaLIforNIa, USa – wITh 
INITIaTIvES SUCh aS ITS hIGh 
oCCUpaNCY vEhICLE LaNES aND 
propoSED hYDroGEN hIGhwaY, 
CaLIforNIa’S LEaDErShIp oN 
CLImaTE ChaNGE IS CLEar aND 
DEmoNSTraTES how rEGIoNS 
CaN bE EffECTIvE aT rEDUCING 
GhG EmISSIoNS. 

rIGhT
hIGh oCCUpaNCY vEhICLE  
LaNE, CaLIforNIa, USa – wITh 
INITIaTIvES SUCh aS ITS hIGh 
oCCUpaNCY vEhICLE LaNES aND 
propoSED hYDroGEN hIGhwaY, 
CaLIforNIa’S LEaDErShIp oN 
CLImaTE ChaNGE IS CLEar aND 
DEmoNSTraTES how rEGIoNS 
CaN bE EffECTIvE aT rEDUCING 
GhG EmISSIoNS. 
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CharTS aND GraphS

CharT hEaDING LINE oNE
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The Climate Group have an individual style developed for pie charts and graphs 
which	creates	consistency	across	all	documents.	Percentages	of	black	and	
overprinted	PANTONE	185	are	used	to	create	bold	and	striking	information.

bar CharTS
The width of a chart is dictated  
by the width of a column in each 
document.	The	horizontal	10%k	
bars	are	7.5pt	high	and	sit	on	every	
baseline	of	a	10pt	baseline	grid.	

Titles should be white out of black, 
with as many lines used as 
necessary. Numbering on the x 
axis should also be black and on 
the y axis black and 40%k. The 
bars	are	overprinted	PANTONE	185.

LINE CharTS
Bar chart use vertical lines that  
are	2.5pt	on	the	y	axsis.

SCaTTEr Graph
This graphic style can be adapted 
to and used in any type of graph  
or chart.

CharT hEaDING LINE oNE
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CharTS aND GraphS

maIN bIoEThaNoL proDUCErS IN ThE US
  2006 2007
  CapaCITY GrowTh
1 aDm 25% N/a
2 vEraSUN 5% N/a
3 avENTINE rENEwabLE ENErGY 3.5% 57m
4 hawkEYE rENEwabLES 1% 150m
5 aS aLLIaNCES bIofUELS N/a 200m
6 abENGoa 2.5% 88m
7 mIDwEST GraIN proCESSorS 1% 102m
8 US bIoENErGY Corp N/a 145m
9 CarGILL 2.8% N/a
 ToTaL CapaCITY 43% 842m

TabLE hEaDING 
SUb hEaDING   100%
TabLE CoNTENT 100%
TabLE CoNTENT 100%
TabLE CoNTENT 100%
TabLE CoNTENT 100%
TabLE CoNTENT 100%
ToTaL 100%

1

2

3

45
6

7
8

9

10

11

TabULar TabLES
A table can be as short as one 
column in the document or the 
width of a page depending on  
the amount of columns needed.

Table titles should be white out  
of black bars. Content titles are 
white	out	of	grey	(40%k).	Table	
content	is	black	(100%k)	on	grey	
boxes	(10%k).

pIE CharTS 
Using percentages of black with 
numbers to divide the pie into 
sections. The data for the pie  
sits below it in a table.

Larger tables like the ones used in 
Carbon Down Profits Up do not use 
tints of black in the background as 
on larger tables this can become 
difficult	to	read.	0.25pt	key	lines	
are used to help group the 
information, with main headings 
white out of black boxes and sub 
headings	white	out	of	PANTONE	
185.	All	body	copy	is	black	(100%k).	

CITY/CoUNTrY/CarboN fooTprINT  rEDUCTIoNS aND aChIEvEmENTS fINaNCIaL bENEfIT/INvESTmENT

35%	reduction	in	corporate	CO2e emissions 
1993-2004.	13%	reduction	 
in CO2e emissions from university buildings 
1999-2002.(2)

5%	reduction	in	community	CO2e emissions 
1990-2005.(2)

hEIDELbErG
–	Germany
»	973,000	(2002).(1)

hELSINkI
–	Finland
»	Community:	4,500,000	(2005).(1)

Not documented

–		€1,100,000	cumulative	energy	cost	savings	
from city-owned buildings  
1990-2005.(1)
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03  vISUaL LaNGUaGE 
phoToGraphY

Visual language is one of the most important elements of a company’s corporate 
identity as strong imagery, consistently and powerfully applied, can help make  
our brand appealing and our communication materials instantly recognisable.  
The Climate Group holds a library of unique photography by a selection of  
Magnum	Photographers	as	a	result	of	the	NorthSouthEastWest	project.	

The images from the book and 
exhibition have been used widely 
across Climate Group publications 
and marketing materials so we  
are	keen	to	ensure	that	specific	
images aren’t over-exposed.

Speak to The Climate Group head 
office	to	confirm	usage	rights.
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SUppLIED ImaGErY

In addition to the NorthSouthEastWest imagery, images for publications may  
need to be selected from other sources. It is vital that there is a degree of 
consistency between these images and that a high edit standard is maintained. 
Black and white photography is the preferred option as it makes production  
more economical and saving energy, however colour photography can be used.

Some key words that should be 
considered when selecting 
photography are bold, dynamic, 
perspective, graphic, abstract, 
contemporary and contrast.

Image spec for printed materials: 
300dpi	file	at	correct	usage	 
size	(100%).
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INCorrECT ImaGErY

Avoid	any	supplied	photography,	which	fits	into	one	of	the	following	 
categories	detailed	below:	–	low	quality	–	out	of	focus,	low	resolution	 
(less	than	300dpi	for	print)	–	lacking	in	contrast	–	too	light	or	dark	–	poor	
perspective	(too	close/far	away	from	subject)	–	bad	image	crop	–	incorrect	 
format	for	publication	(portrait	or	landscape)	–	image	that	is	too	‘busy’.

This image is badly lit and is  
very bland. 

Try and avoid any image that may 
look like a family photograph.  
In this image the person is looking 
straight at the camera smiling 
which is a little clichéd. The subject 
matter for this photograph is the 
taxis yet most of the attention is  
on the driver.

These images are too tightly cropped. 

Avoid stereotypical photography. 
Images of wind turbines and solar 
panels are used often so create 
interesting and dynamic crops.
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The Climate Group owns the usage rights to the illustrations shown below.  
These illustrations were created for In The Black: The Growth of the Low  
Carbon Economy	and	communicate	specific	solutions	associated	with	the	
reduction of CO2 emissions. This work represents an accurate style guide  
for the type of illustration that is appropriate to the brand’s visual language.

Illustrations created by Lucy 
Vigrass for The Climate Group’s  
In The Black: The growth of a  
Low Carbon Economy publication.

One colour, simple, bold line  
work creates a distinctive series  
of illustrations.
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Detailed below are other examples of the type of illustration, which would also  
be considered appropriate to The Climate Group. As a guide, illustration should  
be simple, contemporary, graphic, clear in message or completely abstract  
(if	appropriate)	and	most	importantly,	unique	to	the	brand.

SaNNa aNNUkka
Big Active
www.bigactive.com

kam TaNG
Big Active
www.bigactive.com

LUCY vIGraSS
Peepshow
www.peepshow.org.uk
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GrID STrUCTUrE

The grid is the underlying structure for any design layout. It helps to organise  
all graphic elements in a clear and consistent way and using it will help create  
a strong visual personality for the brand.

The grid area contains all graphic 
elements, with the only exception 
being full bleed images.

The	baseline	grid	uses	10pt	
horizontal increments.

The number of columns depends 
on format size, with the maximum 
being	10	columns	on	an	A4	format	
(as	illustrated).

Grid area
The grid area is the area in which  
graphic elements are placed

Column grid
The column grid is the structure  
which arranges vertical columns

Baseline grid
The baseline grid is the incremental 
measure upon which type sits

Composite grid
The baseline and column grids combined for  
the placement of all graphic elements
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As shown, all elements are designed to align with a detailed grid and the address 
and legal copy align directly to the baseline grid. As detailed below, certain items 
are pre-printed whilst others are over-printed by using the electronic template.

Shown	at	55%

Specification:
10	Column	grid
5mm	gutters
10pt	baseline	grid

Prints:	Black	+	185
Paper:	Uncoated	115gsm	 
Use	FSC	certified	paper	stocks
Body	copy:	Arial	Regular

1.	Marque	(black/PANTONE	185)
2.  Name and address block with 

date one line space below
3.	Addressee
4. Sign off
5.	Registered	information
6.	logotype	(black/PANTONE	185)
7. Address block
8.	Strap	line

Electronic templates have been 
created for A4 and US letter  
and should be used whenever 
producing a letter in order to 
ensure consistency in terms  
of layout and typographic style 
across all correspondence. 

10 29.5 49 68.5 88 107.5 127 146.5 166 185.5
24.5 44 63.5 83 102.5 112 141.5 161 180.5 200

2

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

Baseline	160pt

Baseline 0pt

Baseline 200pt

Baseline	310pt

Baseline 720pt

Baseline 740pt

Dear X,

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nos trud exerci tation ullam corper sus cipit lob ortis nisl ut aliqu  
mole stie cons equat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facil isis at vero eros delenit dolore eu feugiat 
veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation suscipit vero eros delenit duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. 

Autem vel eum iriure dolor in hend rerit in vulputat evelit esse mole stie cons equat, vel illum aliqu ipex  
ea com modo conse quat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hend rerit in vulput ipsum dolor sit consec 
tetuer adip quam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, conse quat. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec tetuer adip quam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim duis dolore 
 te feugait nulla facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con sec tetuer adip quam erat volu veniam, quis 
nostrud exerci tation ullam corper suscipit lob ortis nis.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nos trud exerci tation ullam corper sus cipit lob ortis nisl ut aliqu  
ipex ea com modo conse quat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hend rerit in vulput atevelit esse  
mole stie cons sit amet, con sec tetuer adip quam erat volu tpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exerci tation ullam corper suscipit vero eros delenit duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. 

Autem vel eum iriure dolor in hend rerit in vulputat evelit esse mole stie cons equat, vel illum aliqu  
ipex ea com modo conse quat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hend rerit in vulput ipsum.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec tetuer adip quam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim duis. 

Kind regards

A N Other
Job title

Name
1st line of address
2nd line of address
3rd line of address
4th line of address

00/00/00

 THE TOWER BUILDING
FLOOR 3, YORK ROAD
LONDON SE1 7NX
UNITED KINGDOm 
 T: +44 (0)20 7960 2970
F: +44 (0)20 7960 2971
WWW.THECLImATEGROUP.ORG

GLOBAL LEADERS FOR 
CLImATE SOLUTIONS

Registered in England and Wales as: 
THE CLImATE CHANGE ORGANISATION
Company Registration Number: 4964424
Charity Registration Number:1102909
Registered Office: The Climate Group
The Tower Building, 3 Floor, 11 York Road 
London, SE1 7NX
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The US letterhead follows the same style as the standard A4 version  
but is adapted to the correct size for US usage. 

Shown	at	55%

Specification:
US	letter	8	x	11”	Portrait
10	Column	grid
5mm	gutters
10pt	baseline	grid

Prints:	Black	(100%k)	+	185
Paper:	Uncoated	115gsm
Use	FSC	certified	paper	stocks
Body	copy:	Arial	Regular

1.		Marque:	Black	(100%k)	and	
PANTONE	185)

2.  Name and address block with 
date one line space below

3.	Addressee
4. Sign off
5.	Registered	information
6.		logotype:	Black	(100%k)	and	
PANTONE	185)

7. Address block
8.	Strap	line

Electronic templates have been 
created for A4 and US letter  
and should be used whenever 
producing a letter in order to 
ensure consistency in terms  
of layout and typographic style 
across all correspondence. 

10 30.1 50.2 70.3 90.4 110.10 130.6 150.7 170.8 190.9
25.1 45.2 65.3 85.4 105.5 126.6 145.7 165.8 185.9 206

Baseline	150pt

Baseline 0pt

Baseline	190pt

Baseline	300pt

Baseline 670pt

Baseline 690pt

2

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

Dear X,

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nos trud exerci tation ullam corper sus cipit lob ortis nisl ut aliqu  
mole stie cons equat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facil isis at vero eros delenit dolore eu feugiat 
veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation suscipit vero eros delenit duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. 

Autem vel eum iriure dolor in hend rerit in vulputat evelit esse mole stie cons equat, vel illum aliqu ipex  
ea com modo conse quat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hend rerit in vulput ipsum dolor sit consec 
tetuer adip quam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, conse quat. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec tetuer adip quam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim duis dolore 
te feugait nulla facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con sec tetuer adip quam erat volu veniam, quis 
nostrud exerci tation ullam corper suscipit lob ortis nis.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nos trud exerci tation ullam corper sus cipit lob ortis nisl ut aliqu  
ipex ea com modo conse quat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hend rerit in vulput atevelit esse  
mole stie cons sit amet, con sec tetuer adip quam erat volu tpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exerci tation ullam corper suscipit vero eros delenit duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. 

Autem vel eum iriure dolor in hend rerit in vulputat evelit esse mole stie cons equat, vel illum aliqu  
ipex ea com modo conse quat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hend rerit in vulput ipsum.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec tetuer adip quam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim duis. 

Kind regards

A N Other
Job title

Name
1st line of address
2nd line of address
3rd line of address
4th line of address
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Shown	at	55%

Specification:
10	Column	grid
5mm	gutters
10pt	baseline	grid

Prints:	Black	+	185
Paper:	Uncoated	115gsm
Use	FSC	certified	paper	stocks
Body	copy:	Arial	Regular

1.	Marque	(black/PANTONE	185)
2.	Fax	address/subject	block
3.	Fax	copy
4. Legal copy
5.	Registered	information
6.	logotype	(black/PANTONE	185)
7. Address block
8.	Strap	line

10 29.5 49 68.5 88 107.5 127 146.5 166 185.5
24.5 44 63.5 83 102.5 112 141.5 161 180.5 200

2

1

3

4 5

6

7

8

Baseline	160pt

Baseline 0pt

Baseline 200pt

Baseline	310pt

Baseline 720pt

Baseline 740pt
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Shown	at	55%

Specification:
Dl	210	x	99mm
10	Column	grid
5mm	gutters
10pt	baseline	grid

Prints:	Black	+	185
Paper:	Uncoated	115gsm	 
Use	FSC	certified	paper	stocks

1.	Marque	(Black/PANTONE	185)
2.	logotype	(Black/PANTONE	185)
3.	Address	block
4. Strap line

10 29.5 49 68.5 88 107.5 127 146.5 166 185.5
24.5 44 63.5 83 102.5 112 141.5 161 180.5 200

Baseline	160pt

Baseline 200pt

The compliments slip uses a grid based on the A4 stationery grid, but shortened  
in depth. The address and supplementary legal text are identical to that on the 
corresponding letterhead. All elements are pre-printed.

2

3

4

1
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The business cards use a different grid and type size to the rest of the stationery 
due to their standard size, but all elements relate closely to the other stationery 
items. This helps to maintain consistency and reinforce The Climate Group brand 
on a personal level.

Shown	at	100%

Specification
55	x	85mm	Portrait
5mm	gutters
8pt	Grid

Paper:	Uncoated	350gsm.	Use	 
for	FSC	certified	paper	stocks.

1.	Marque	(black/PANTONE	185)
2.	Name/number/email
3.	Address	block
4. Strap line

5 50

STEvE howarD
CEo
DIrECT: +44 (0)0000 000 000
mobILE: +44 (0)7775 693 695
ShowarD@ThECLImaTEGroUp.orG

 ThE TowEr bUILDING
fLoor 3, York roaD
LoNDoN SE1 7Nx
UNITED kINGDom
 
 T: +44 (0)20 7960 2970
f: +44 (0)20 7960 2971
www.ThECLImaTEGroUp.orG

GLobaL LEaDErS for 
CLImaTE SoLUTIoNS

2

1

3

4
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ISo/DIN a formaTS

A0	 840	x	1189mm
A1	 594	x	840mm
A2	 420	x	594mm
A3	 297	x	420mm
A4	 210	x	297mm
A5	 148	x	210mm
A6	 105	x	148mm
Dl	 99	x	210mm

Formats	used	for	The	Climate	Group:
lCl	 148	x	297mm
NSEW	 210	x	210mm

A3

A1

A2

A4

DL

Low Carbon 
Leader

North South East West
Exhibition catalogue 

A5

A6

Publications	can	follow	any	of	the	recognised	formats	such	as	ISO/DIN	series 
below but should consider formats that are more economical regarding paper  
usage and subsequently help to distinguish The Climate Group further.
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a4 GrID

The grid is the underlying structure for any design layout. It helps to organise all 
graphic elements in a clear and consistent way and using it will help create a  
strong visual personality for the brand. The grid area contains all graphic elements, 
with the only exception being full bleed images. 

The	baseline	grid	is	10pt.	All	type	
sizes should be chosen to work 
with the leading increments. 
Leading should be multiples of  
10.	For	example	2.5,5,7.5,10,	
12.5	or	15.	In	Carbon Down Profits 
Up the type was set at 9pt type on 
10pt	leading. With the science of dangerous climate change 

now widely accepted by governments, companies 
and the general public, 2006 has seen a shift 
away from the debate over the role of GHGs in 
shaping our planet’s future to one about how to 
make the deep emissions reductions necessary  
to avoid the worst climate impacts. As in previous 
years,	this	third	edition	of	Carbon	Down	Profits	
Up highlights leadership in this area and points  
to the action, innovation and concrete results that 
have done most to cut emissions. In particular, 
the report shows that there is an ever-growing 
cohort of companies, cities and regional 
governments that, for a variety of reasons and  
with a range of different strategies, have managed 
to reduce their carbon footprints in a way that  
is consistent with strengthened operational 
performance	and	in	many	cases,	making	significant	
cost savings. Understanding how economic 
development and deep emission reductions can 
be mutually reinforcing is the key to a successful 
transition to a low carbon economy. 

IN ThIS EDITIoN:
–   137 orGaNISaTIoNS from 20 CoUNTrIES  

havE rEporTED GhG EmISSIoNS rEDUCTIoNS 
–   27 CorporaTIoNS rEporTED boTh EmISSIoNS 

rEDUCTIoNS aND CoST SavINGS. 
CUmULaTIvELY, ThESE EmISSIoN rEDUCTIoNS 
ToTaLLED 89.5 mILLIoN ToNNES Co2E – aN 
avEraGE rEDUCTIoN of approxImaTELY 18% 

–   CaTaLYST papEr, DUpoNT, aSTrazENECa,  
aND ThE GovErNmENTS of SEaTTLE (US)  
aND wokING (Uk) havE CUT opEraTIoNaL 
EmISSIoNS ovEr 60%

–   ENErGY EffICIENCY, rENEwabLE ENErGY  
aND waSTE maNaGEmENT arE ThE moST 
frEqUENTLY ImpLEmENTED mITIGaTIoN 
mEaSUrES aCroSS aLL SECTorS, pUbLIC  
aND prIvaTE

This compatibility between economic growth  
and	climate	protection	was	one	of	the	key	findings	
of	the	recently	published	Stern	Review	on	the	
economics of climate change. Two of the review’s 
major conclusions were that:
–		 	the	cost	of	cutting	GHG	emissions	is	likely	

to	be	significantly	lower	than	the	costs	
associated with the impacts of climate 
change;	and	

–		 	at	a	macro	level	there	is	considerable	
potential	for	there	to	be	economic	benefits	
associated with GHG emission reductions.

The	findings	of	this	report	strengthen	this	
argument at the micro-level. Without pretending 
that mitigating climate change will be achieved 
without	cost,	the	84	corporations,	36	city	and	 
17	regional	governments	profiled	here	demonstrate	
that there is considerable scope to cut emissions 
and	reap	significant	financial	benefits.
 These organisations are collectively 
responsible	for	over	3.5	billion	tonnes	of	CO2e 
(equivalent)	emissions	–	nearly	8%	of	the	global	
total. While there may be some overlap between 
sectors, the corporations listed account for  
1.8	billion	tonnes	CO2e,	the	cities	for	336	million	
tonnes CO2e	and	the	regions	for	1.3	billion	tonnes	
CO2e.	Together,	the	137	organisations	have	
reduced their emissions by over 497 million 
tonnes CO2e,	an	average	cut	of	over	14%;	nearly	
half of these have been achieved by corporations. 
1%,	63%	and	60%	reductions	by	Catalyst	Paper,	

Astrazeneca	and	DuPont	respectively.	local	
governments have made similarly impressive 
reductions	in	operational	(corporate)	GHG	
emissions and as in previous editions of this 
report, Woking’s 79% and Seattle’s 60% cuts 
since	1990	stand	out	as	beacons	to	other	cities.
Tthe report shows that there is an ever-growing

The ways these cuts have been achieved  
also supports the conventional wisdom that:  
a)	there	is	significant	potential	for	energy	
efficiency	improvements	–	126	organisations	
(92%)	used	energy	efficiency	as	part	of	their	
emissions	reductions	strategy	–	and	b)	that	no	
single	approach	will	be	sufficient	to	reduce	global	
emissions to the levels that science suggests  
are necessary. Almost all the organisations  
in this report employed more than one measure, 
with	over	100	(73%)	using	some	form	of	
renewable	energy,	77	(56%)	improving	waste	
management	and	102	(74%)	organisations	using	
five	or	more	different	measures.
 Together these measures have enabled 
organisations to make impressive cost savings  
and returns on investment, in particular from 
energy	efficiency	improvements	that,	in	many	
cases, have payback periods of less than one  
year. Dow Chemicals, for example, managed  
to	save	US$4	billion	between	1994	and	2005	
from	reduced	energy	use,	while	DuPont	saved	
US$3	billon	between	1990	and	2005.	City	 
and regional governments too have managed  
to	make	significant	cuts	to	energy	bills:	 
Austin	(Texas)	has	saved	US$200	million	over	
the	last	14	years,	with	Minneapolis	and	Toronto	 
achieving similar paybacks on their energy 
conservation investments. California, for its  
part, estimates that improvements in energy 
efficiency	in	the	industrial	and	commercial	
sectors	between	1975	and	1995	provided	
economic	net	benefits	of	US$875-$1300	per	
capita and that existing building and appliance 
standards	saved	Californians	US$56	billion	
through	2003	and	will	save	an	additional	 
US$43	billion	in	utility	costs	between	2001	 
and	2013.	In	total,	over	US$64	billion	in	savings	
to consumers and residents have been reported 
by cities and regions.
 All in all, while efforts to cut emissions are 
still far from commensurate with the scale of  
the problem, the evidence presented here clearly 
points to the fact that cutting emissions can  
make	economic	sense.	For	businesses	a	proactive	
approach to tackling climate change can enhance 
performance by improving reputation and brand 
value, cutting operational costs and offering the 
cities	for	336	million	tonnes	CO2e and

ovErvIEw
CarboN profITabILITY

36

rIGhT
DISTrICT Chp pLaNT, TokYo, 
japaN – 15 kEY mEaSUrES To 
aChIEvE EmISSIoNS rEDUCTIoNS 
havE bEEN IDENTIfIED IN ThIS 
rEporT – INCLUDING ENErGY 
EffICIENCY, fUEL SwITChING  
aND proCESS ChaNGES.
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“I bELIEvE ThaT CLImaTE
ChaNGE IS oNE of ThE moST 
ImporTaNT ENvIroNmENTaL 
ISSUES faCING US ToDaY. ShELL 
CaNaDa haS TakEN aCTIoN oN 
CLImaTE ChaNGE for ovEr a 
DECaDE aND wE wILL CoNTINUE 
To pLaY aN aCTIvE roLE IN 
maNaGING ThIS ISSUE” 
CLIvE maThEr, prESIDENT aND 
CEo, ShELL CaNaDa LImITED 

This grid should be used when designing Low Carbon Leaders. This helps create  
a consistent series of documents. 

05  LITEraTUrE 
Low CarboN LEaDEr GrID

This	grid	is	set	up	with	8	columns	
which	gives	great	flexibility	when	
creating information heavy tables.

The	baseline	grid	uses	10pt	
horizontal increments. The type 
size	used	for	body	copy	is	9.5pt	on	
10pt	leading.
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The °Climate Group publishes this fi rst edition of In The Black: The 
Growth of the Low Carbon Economy to showcase the rapid growth 
experienced by companies providing innovative low carbon products 
and services. Over the last year in particular, action on climate change 
throughout the global economy has stepped up a gear. This is fuelling 
the uptake of the technological solutions and the provision of related 
fi nancial services.
 In The Black refl ects the diversity of companies both driving and 
benefi ting from the shift towards the low carbon economy – including 
electricity generators, the car industry, manufacturers of high-
effi ciency electrical products and the fi nanciers and professional 
services companies involved in the money and carbon markets. 
The fundamental message of this report is clear – the economic 
opportunities of developing low carbon products and services 
are vast, both in terms of revenues and job creation.
 In The Black provides an overview of the ‘supply-side’ of low 
carbon solutions, and builds on the ‘demand-side’ illustrated by 
the mass of pro-active organisations whose activities in emissions 
reductions were reported on earlier this year in the third edition 
of Carbon Down Profi ts Up. The °Climate Group was able to select 
from a host of organisations and choose only those demonstrating 
the most positive results in emissions reductions. Carbon Down 
Profi ts Up is testament to the fact that the benefi ts of early action 
far exceed the cost of doing nothing, while In The Black drives home 
the message that the low carbon economy is really the only place 
to be for any company with an eye to its future.
 While not suggesting that mitigating global climate change 
will come without costs, it is clear that these will be outweighed 
by the benefi ts and that for many sectors the dichotomy between 
environmental protection and economic growth is a false one. 
In The Black demonstrates that action on climate change is more 
than ever a value proposition – emerging business strategies 
and entirely new companies across the economy have identifi ed 
the advantages of offering low carbon products and services. 
The competitive edge these provide will support the upward spiral 
of growth within the exciting Low Carbon Economy. 

STEVE HOWARD, CEO, THE °CLIMATE GROUP

JOHN VARLEY, GROUP CHIEF EXECUTIVE, BARCLAYS BANK PLC. 

MAY 2007
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CHAPTER ONE: LOW CARBON POWER
HIGHLIGHTS
LOW CARBON POWER
—  RENEWABLE ENERGY (EXCLUDING LARGE HYDRO-POWER)

IS PROJECTED TO SUPPLY 20% OF GLOBAL POWER 
BY 2020, UP FROM 4% AT PRESENT.

—  MORE THAN TWO MILLION PEOPLE ARE EMPLOYED 
IN THE RENEWABLES SECTOR GLOBALLY, AND MORE 
THAN 170,000 JOBS WERE CREATED IN 2006 ALONE.

—  PRODUCTION OF SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS GREW 
45% IN 2005, SIX TIMES THE LEVEL OF PRODUCTION 
IN 2000.

—  THE MARKET CAPITALISATION OF THE 85 LARGEST 
RENEWABLE ENERGY COMPANIES REACHED 
US$50 BILLION IN 2005, DOUBLE THAT OF 2004.

ENERGY-SMART PRODUCTS
—  SPEND ON ENERGY-EFFICIENT PRODUCTS IN THE UK 

DURING 2005 GREW 11% BETWEEN 2004 AND 2005 
TO £1.6 BILLION.

—  BY 2012, ENERGY-STAR LABELLED PRODUCTS WILL 
HAVE PROVIDED US CUSTOMERS CUMULATIVE NET 
SAVINGS OF MORE THAN US$84 BILLION.

—  IN THE UK, RESIDENTIAL ENERGY-EFFICIENCY HAS 
DOUBLED SINCE THE 1970S, SAVING CONSUMERS 
£10 BILLION, WHILST REDUCING CARBON DIOXIDE 
EMISSIONS BY 28MT C0  PER ANNUM; ALMOST 
AS MUCH AS THE COMBINED EMISSIONS OF THE 
UK’S COAL POWER STATIONS.

LOW CARBON VEHICLE TECHNOLOGIES 
—  PRODUCTION OF BIOFUELS GLOBALLY HAS GROWN 

95% BETWEEN 2000 AND 2005.
—  MORE THAN 200,000 US JOBS IN ETHANOL PRODUCTION 

AND CAPACITY CONSTRUCTION ARE EXPECTED TO 
BE CREATED BY 2015.

—  IN THE US, HYBRID CAR SALES HAVE GROWN BY 
2,200% SINCE 2000, AND HYBRIDS ARE EXPECTED 
TO REACH 1 MILLION IN UNIT SALES GLOBALLY BY 
2010 AND MORE THAN 7.5 MILLION BY 2020.

—  EVEN THE NEWEST TECHNOLOGY, CARS USING 
ZERO-EMISSIONS FUEL CELLS, ARE EXPECTED 
BY MANUFACTURERS TO BE IN MASS COMMERCIAL 
PRODUCTION BY 2015-2020.

FINANCING THE SOLUTIONS 
—  IN 2006, INVESTMENTS IN RENEWABLE POWER 

REACHED US$71 BILLION, ALMOST 50% 
UP ON THE PREVIOUS YEAR.

—  CLEAN TECHNOLOGY, PARTICULARLY ENERGY-RELATED, 
IS THE FASTEST-GROWING SECTOR IN VENTURE CAPITAL 
AND PRIVATE EQUITY, AND IS NOW THE FIFTH LARGEST 
SECTOR FOR VC IN THE US. 

—  IN 2006, TRANSACTIONS ON THE GLOBAL CARBON 
MARKET REACHED US$29.7 BILLION IN VALUE – 
OVER TRIPLE THE VALUE FOR 2005. 

—  MORE THAN US$8.5 BILLION HAS BEEN RAISED 
 INTO AN ENTIRELY NEW INVESTMENT VEHICLE – 
THE CARBON FUND. 

In The Black shows how this is happening 
on the ground, taking as examples Germany, 
Japan, the United Kingdom and the United 
States and focusing on low carbon power, 
energy-smart products, low carbon vehicle 
technologies and the fi nancial services that 
underpin them. And the evidence we have 
found is dramatic. The response to the 
challenge of global climate change has 
to date been inadequate, with the costs 
of action seen as a major impediment. 
In The Black and Carbon Down Profi ts Up 
show that this is not the case. With courage, 
vision and ingenuity, leaders can lay the 
foundations for a low carbon economy that 
marries economic effi ciency and sound 
stewardship of the earth’s climate – in other 
words, follow the lead of the pioneers show-
cased in this report. In all cases, low carbon 
sectors are growing faster than the 
surrounding economy, generating better 
returns and creating more jobs per dollar, 
euro or yen invested.
 These fi ndings and the examples 
presented in this report illustrate the 
range of opportunities presented by the 
low carbon economic revolution. For this 
to be successful, corporate innovation and 
leadership is paramount, supported by the 
correct market incentives and regulatory 
regimes. There are also some other emerging 
characteristics of this revolution, which 
are worth drawing attention to:

—  Low carbon business strategies, 
particularly those focused on promoting 
energy-effi ciency within individual 
businesses, can signifi cantly boost 
productivity, including increased 
product output, shorter process cycle 
times, increased reliability in 
production, improved product quality, 
improved working environments, and 
better morale among workers.4

—  Energy-effi ciency policies tend 
to go hand in hand with securing 
jobs and increasing employment.

—  Reducing GHG emissions is linked to 
other signifi cant environmental benefi ts, 
particularly in the area of air pollution, 
but also more generally in cutting waste.

—  Partnerships within and across sectors 
are already and will increasingly be 
crucial if the initiatives reported here 
are to be both deepened and scaled up. 
Indeed, many of the successes of In The 
Black are based on the creation of such 
partnerships, be they formal or informal; 
those between local governments, fuel 
producers and vehicle manufacturers 
in the case of low carbon fuels and 
between tax authorities, fi nancial 
institutions and energy companies for 
the promotion of energy-smart solutions 
being but two examples.

We hope that this report will help inform 
the corporate leaders of today and tomorrow, 
and the policy-makers who will be responsible 
for creating the regulatory landscape in which 
they operate.

The global economy is on the verge of 
a revolution. The growing scientifi c alarm 
about global warming – further underlined 
in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change’s (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report 
– has concentrated minds around the need 
to cut man-made emissions of greenhouse 
gases (GHGs). This is increasingly being met 
with a policy response designed to encourage 
a shift in economic activity away from 
a dependence on fossil fuels, and towards 
a low carbon future. And companies from 
all sectors are responding too – not yet 
on a scale commensurate with the problem 
but in a way that demonstrates that action 
to mitigate the build-up of GHGs in the 
atmosphere can bring economic, social 
and environmental benefi ts.
 In The Black: The Growth of the Low 
Carbon Economy highlights the startling 
growth generated by the companies active 
in renewable energy, biofuels, the manufacture 
of energy-smart products and low carbon 
vehicles, and the emerging clean energy and 
carbon trading markets. These companies – 
and the growth in revenue, profi ts and jobs 
they are generating – are in turn exciting 
interest from investors and fi nancial 
institutions that recognise these companies’ 
growing need for capital, and the opportunities 
for value creation they present. And these 
are no longer niche markets for a handful 
of specialised risk-loving investors; major 
pension funds, insurance companies and 
investment banks are ploughing money into 
what are currently the most dynamic sectors 
of the world economy.
 This should not come as a surprise. 
Numerous recent pieces of research have 
suggested that much of the challenge of 
cutting GHGs to safe levels can be met 
with existing technologies at little or even 
negative cost. Pacala and Socolow’s 2004 
work on the ‘Princeton Wedges’ showed 
how GHG emissions could be stabilised 
at current levels – a fi rst step towards the 
deeper reduction required – using currently 
available technologies. More recently, work 
by McKinsey and Vattenfall indicates that 
at least a quarter of the required emissions 
reduction can come with a positive economic 
benefi t and that we can avoid dangerous 
global temperature increases with measures 
costing less than €40 a tonne of CO2e (carbon 
dioxide equivalents).2 In total, the cost is 
likely to be far less than the world spends 
on defence or insurance and around a third 
of the estimated impact of recent oil price 
rises. Moreover, these are solutions that can 
be adopted now; nearly three-quarters of them 
require little or no additional R&D investment.
 These are the opportunities being 
grasped by a growing band of entrepreneurs 
and investors. It is becoming increasingly 
evident that shifting towards a low carbon 
economy offers substantial economic benefi ts. 
Such an economy has been suggested by 
the Stern Review to be eventually capable 
of providing as much as US$2.5 trillion 
a year in economic benefi ts, with the global 
environmental market projected 
to be around US$700 billion by 2010 
(or roughly equivalent to the aerospace 
or pharmaceuticals markets today).3
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UK: WIND
 TURBINES 
 CAN NOW
 GENERATE
 ENOUGH 
POWER FOR 
 1.1 MILLION 
HOMES

COUNTRY-LEVEL OVERVIEWS
UK 
RENEWABLES SUCCESS 
In February 2007, operational wind capacity 
in the UK passed the 2GW milestone, 
meaning that the UK has now joined only 
seven countries in the world with 2GW 
or more of installed wind turbine capacity. 
Turbines can now generate suffi cient 
electricity for 1.1 million homes and 
it is expected that total cumulative wind 
capacity will have increased threefold 
by 2010, to reach 6GW.
 Solar power generation capacity, on 
the other hand, is still very limited, with 
just 10.7MW installed at the end of 2005.45 
While Germany is on course to install up 
to 12GW of solar PV capacity by 2012, the 
UK – which has a similar sunshine profi le 
to Germany – could also produce 12GW of 
solar electricity by 2023 (the same amount 
as its current nuclear generation capacity) 
if production is expanded by 40% per year, 
less than the world increase of 57% in 2004.46 
 However, in contrast to other developed 
countries, the UK has curtailed its major PV 
demonstration programme. The programme 
to install roof panels ran from 2002, ending 
in March 2006 after a total spend of 
£31 million for only 3,500 roofs. However, 
this has been replaced by the Low Carbon 
Buildings Programme, which allocates 
grants for a range of building-related 
micro-generation technologies, and 
reports a high demand from applicants.

DRIVEN BY 
—  Concerns over energy security and 

increasing reliance on non-domestic gas.
—  10% target for renewables in power 

generation by 2010 – via the 2002 
Renewables Obligation (RO). 

—  A recent extension of the RO to a 20% 
target by 2020, providing longer-term 
stability to the renewables industry. 

—  The 2001 Climate Change Levy (a tax 
on the use of fossil fuels) encouraging 
companies to undertake carbon-
reduction strategies in exchange for an 
80% reduction in the CCL. A total of 
3,000 such Climate Change Agreements 
have been entered into, which will cut 
emissions by six million tonnes a year 
by 2012.47 

—  The proposed climate change bill will 
continue to drive progress, aiming for 
a 60% cut in emissions by 2050.

CREATING DOMESTIC VALUE
Together, the Renewables Obligation and 
the Climate Change Levy will help support 
green power markets of £1 billion a year 
by 2010,48 and demand for these new 
technologies has supported signifi cant job 
creation. The 17,000 fi rms that constitute 
the UK environmental industries sector, 
including energy, employed 400,000 people 
in 2004, up from 170,000 in 2001.49 
 Collectively, these companies were worth 
£25 billion in 2004, up from £16 billion 
in 2001, and projections are for them to 
increase in value to £34 billion by 2010 
and to further rise to £46 billion by 2015, 
employing an additional 100,00050 workers. 
The total number of jobs will comprise 
nearly 1.8% of the entire UK workforce, 
the same as employed now in all agriculture, 
fi shing, forestry, mining and quarrying 
activities combined.51

 These high rates of growth compare 
with the overall rate of growth of the UK 
economy of 2.7% in 2006, and 1.9% 
in 2005.52 The offshore wind industry alone 
will employ up to 19,000 people within 
the next 10 years, according to the British 
Wind Energy Association.53 
 Scotland, in particular, is playing 
a crucial role in the future expansion of 
renewables given its large marine and wind 
resources – the forecast is for 3.4GW of the 
UK’s total expected 6GW in wind power 
to be installed in the country.54 The Scottish 
renewable energy sector encompasses 
approximately 2,000 businesses including 
multinationals, large Scottish global 
companies, and a strong SME base. 
Estimates put output at £63 million, with 
direct employment of 1,500; these fi gures 
are forecast to rise to £353 million of output 
and 8,600 jobs by 2015.55

The following pages show examples of how all of the elements within the guidelines 
can be used to bring the identity and brand to life. See below: In the Black: Growth 
of the Low Carbon Economy.

Using one colour illustration helps 
create a bold and striking cover.

The contents pages use the 
hierarchy discussed in section  
two. This clearly shows the various 
sections and sub sections within 
the document.

The illustrations are used as 
introduction pages to each section. 
Facts	or	important	information	can	
be highlighted by using tints of 
black to create bars behind text.

Large text helps create some  
pace to the document, aids 
navigation and helps break  
up this text heavy document.
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GLOBAL PRODUCTION OF ETHANOL IN 2005
1 BRAZIL 38%
2 US 24%
3 EU COUNTRIES INCLUDING SPAIN, UK 13%
4 OTHERS 25%
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TOP FIVE CAR MARKETS IN 2005
 COUNTRY UNIT SALES
1 US 17M
2 JAPAN 5.6M
3 CHINA 5M
4 GERMANY 3.6M
5 UK 3.5M
6 OTHERS 29.3M 
 GLOBAL TOTAL 64M
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In Europe, biodiesel is much more widely 
used than ethanol, as about half the cars 
in use have diesel engines. In the UK, cars 
and light trucks used twice as much biofuel 
in 2005 as in 2004, at over 250 million 
litres (220,000 tonnes) of mostly biodiesel. 
However, in Europe, there is currently only 
one model able to run on E85 – the Saab 
BioPower – available in a few countries. 
But in Sweden, it has taken 30% of new 
car sales since its launch there in July 2005. 
The fi rst Saab BioPower cars have been 
recently introduced in Germany and the 
UK, where the fi rst E85 blend petrol 
pumps have been installed by Morrisons 
supermarket chain. 
 Japan’s FFV market is currently very 
small, as virtually all biofuel has to be 
imported. However, this is likely to change 
rapidly, as a government initiative launched 
in June 2006 aims for 40% of cars to be 
able to run on biofuels within fi ve years, such 
as a biofuel blend called gasohol, and there 
is likely to be fi nancial support for the growth 
of a domestic biofuel production industry.
 In 2005, 2% of the world’s gasoline 
market and 0.2% of the world’s diesel 
market were supplied by biofuels.137 This is 
expected to rise to 5% by 2010 and almost 
10% by 2020. And investors are piling in: 
investment in new biofuels production 
capacity worldwide exceeded US$1 billion in 
2005 and reached US$2 billion in 2006.138

HYBRIDS
In terms of energy-smart cars, hybrid cars 
have become increasingly popular with 
consumers in the US, Europe and Japan 
since the launch of the fi rst Honda vehicle 
in 1999-2000, and markets have grown 
rapidly. Worldwide, hybrids are forecast 
to reach one million in annual unit sales 
by 2010.
 The US is the largest hybrid market, 
and Toyota is the clear leader there (and 
worldwide), mainly via its Prius models, 
but it is also building sales of its up-market 
Lexus brand. Its worldwide hybrid sales 
reached 750,946 units by August 2006, 
just over half sold in the US, where the 
company has nearly three-quarters of the 
hybrid market. Although hybrids currently 
represent a small percentage of total cars 
sold – only 2% of Toyota’s 2005 European 
sales, 3% in Japan and 6% in the US – the 
company expects hybrids to comprise 20% 
of all US sales by 2012. 
 Germany and the UK are the largest car 
markets in Europe, although neither have yet 
generated the same level of hybrid sales as 
the US, and only three or four models are 
currently available. However, this looks to be 
changing. In the UK, there are government 
measures to help support the introduction of 
hybrids such as low Vehicle Excise Duty and 
a congestion charge exemption in London. 
Toyota’s hybrid sales in Europe reached 
36,470 units in 2006, an increase of 56% 
over 2005’s 23,368 hybrid sales. By 2011, 
at this same rate of increase, sales would 
reach 336,945 units in Europe.

GROWTH TO DATE
Globally, government incentives in place 
to stimulate the growth of new transport 
technologies include signifi cant tax credits, 
the waiving of various charges and road 
regulations applicable to conventional 
vehicles, government R&D programmes 
and reduced fuel duty on biofuels. 

BIOFUELS
Such support has helped drive dramatic 
production growth: from 2000-2005, 
production of biofuels globally grew 95% 
from 8.8 to 17.07 million tonnes of oil 
equivalent (Mtoe).136

Biofuel options include:
—  Bioethanol (often E85 – 85% 

ethanol/15% petrol) is made from the 
fermentation of corn, sugar cane or other 
such crops and is in widespread use in 
Brazil, and commonly available in the US.

—  ‘Cellulosic’ or second-generation 
bioethanol can be derived from a much 
wider range of feedstock, including 
agricultural waste, using enzymes to 
extract the sugar. However, the extraction 
technology isn’t currently commercial. 
Shell has invested in this sector.

—   Biodiesel – often made from soy beans, 
 palm oil or wastes – is used in Europe 
in particular.

—  Biobutanol – a more advanced biofuel, 
using the same feedstocks, but with 
superior properties making it more 
compatible with existing engines and 
supply infrastructure – is under 
development by BP and DuPont. 

At low blending levels, biofuels can be used 
in virtually all vehicles, and in fact petrol 
quite often will have a small amount of 
ethanol blended in without drivers realising. 
The growth of the biofuel industry therefore 
is not necessarily dependent on auto 
manufacturers producing specifi cally 
adapted fl ex-fuel vehicles (FFVs), although 
for eventual mass scale-up of this fuel, such 
a development would be necessary. A market 
is furthermore emerging for FFVs which, for 
a small additional cost – less than US$150 – 
can be manufactured to accept higher 
blends of biofuels, particularly required 
for bioethanol. 
 Brazil, with its large sugar crop, and 
vulnerability to rising oil prices, pioneered 
the development of FFVs and a domestic 
ethanol market in the 1970s, although 
the US – driven by government policy and 
regulation – is following suit. There, the 
most common fuel used is E85, and there 
are roughly six million FFVs on US roads. 
The cars have been popular with both 
customers and with auto makers, who 
can earn credits for producing highly fuel 
effi cient FFVs that can be offset against 
other less effi cient traditional cars. 

MARKET GROWTH AND VALUE CREATION 

FACT: THE VALUE OF THE MARKET FOR 
PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING OF BIOFUELS HIT 
US$15.7 BILLION GLOBALLY IN 2005, UP MORE 
THAN 15% FROM THE PREVIOUS YEAR AND 
COULD REACH US$52.5 MILLION BY 2015.135 

MAJOR PLAYERS (AUTO INDUSTRY 
AND BIOFUEL PRODUCTION INDUSTRY)
Recent developments in the global auto 
industry show how vulnerable companies can 
be to changing customer preferences, driven 
by resource constraints and environmental 
concerns. The big US automakers – GM, 
Ford and Daimler Chrysler – have been hit 
hard by an over-reliance on gas-guzzling 
SUVs (comprising 60% of their sales), 
at a time when more American drivers 
are switching to smaller, more economical 
cars due mainly to higher fuel prices. 
 In 2005, the price of gasoline in the 
US reached a record US$3 per gallon in 
most states. As a result, the craze for SUVs 
appears to have peaked in 2004-05, at just 
over four million in unit sales in the US, and 
to now be on a downward trajectory, falling 
quickly to near 3.5 million in 2006. Ford has 
plans to close 16 factories in North America 
and cut 45,000 jobs. GM has already closed 
12 plants and cut more than 34,000 jobs, 
trying to cut US$9 billion from 2006 
operating costs after a US$10.6 billion 
net loss in 2005. Chrysler is cutting 9,000 
jobs in the US and 4,000 in Canada.
 As SUV sales have dropped, the sale 
of smaller vehicles has risen. And the 
benefi ciaries have been Japanese fi rms 
Honda and Toyota, with their ranges of 
smaller, more fuel-effi cient models. By 
2005, Japanese-owned plants in the US 
were producing four million cars per year, 
25% of the whole US output. Toyota is now 
rolling out its hybrid electric-petrol engine 
across its entire range. The company is 
now the world’s ninth most valuable – 
worth more than double the combined 
value of GM, Ford and DaimlerChrysler 
(also dubbed ‘The Big Three’). 
 The ‘Big Three’ are being forced to revise 
their former strategies, and are seeking to 
emulate Toyota and Honda’s success. GM 
is still the leader in terms of number of models 
of fl ex-fuel vehicles and, in 2006, produced 
400,000. Moreover, GM, Ford and 
DaimlerChrysler have announced combined 
plans to double the annual production of 
vehicles capable of running on E85 ethanol 
or biodiesel to two million cars and trucks 
by 2010.139

 In Germany, diesel-fuelled cars – 
which are more effi cient than petrol models – 
dominate the market. VW, the largest car 
maker in Europe, has to date, therefore, 
steered clear of launching a hybrid model 
in Germany, but will introduce one into the US 
market for 2008. GM, on the other hand, is 
likely to launch a hybrid diesel within the next 
few years specifi cally for the European market. 

GM is also attempting to catch up with 
Toyota’s hybrid success by improving on 
the technology. It has recently announced 
plans to introduce a production version 
of a ‘plug-in’ hybrid. Start-ups such as 
EnergyCS in California and Hymotion in 
Canada have already started converting 
hybrids into plug-ins. Ford also recently 
unveiled its Airstream Concept vehicle, 
a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle that utilises 
a hydrogen fuel cell to recharge the lithium-
ion battery while the car is on the road. 
The vehicle’s ‘HySeries Drive’ powertrain 
features a Ballard fuel cell. 
 Employment fi gures directly linked to 
hybrid technology are diffi cult to disentangle 
from auto manufacturing employment as 
a whole, but what is clear is that increasing 
sales of fuel-effi cient and hybrid cars made 
by Japanese car manufacturers both in Japan 
and in the US are supporting the major 
Japanese auto manufacture and export 
industry, and the opening of new 
manufacturing plants in the US; hence 
employment creation. For example, the 
four Japanese-owned US plants opened 
or planned from 2006-08, will create 
4,680 jobs in total, and automobile-related 
employment in Japan totals 4.86 million 
and rising. 
 The success of the hybrid has also 
driven demand for auto parts and batteries. 
Some providers benefi ting include Johnson 
Controls, whose battery business saw 
29% growth in sales in 2004; Sanyo, which 
provides nickel-metal hydride batteries for 
the Honda Accord and Ford Escape hybrids; 
Denso, which supplies parts for Honda and 
Toyota; and Eaton Corporation, which 
provides hybrid power trains in its truck 
segment, which grew 27% between 2004 
and 2005.

HORIZON – FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES
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CHAPTER TWO: ENERGY-SMART PRODUCTSHORIZON: FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES
HYDROGEN POWER AND CARBON 
CAPTURE AND STORAGE (CCS)
Hydrogen is not a fuel per se, but is classifi ed 
as an energy carrier, like electricity. 
It requires energy to form it – either through 
splitting water into its components of hydrogen 
and oxygen using renewable energy (in the 
best-case scenario) or through reforming 
hydrocarbons such as gaseous methane 
or gasifi ed coal, or liquid methanol (created 
from biomass). Hydrogen can be burnt 
in large power plants just as methane is 
used in a Combined Cycle Gas Turbine plant. 
 Another key use for the gas is in fuel cell 
systems designed for stationary power, 
generally applied on a much smaller scale 
than plants used for base-load grid electricity 
(see Chapter Two). By combining this with 
carbon capture and storage (CCS) 
technology, whereby the CO2 also formed in 
the creation of hydrogen is stored long term 
in geological aquifers, rather than released, 
would allow fossil fuels such as coal or gas 
to continue to be used without potentially 
damaging the climate. 
 The use of CCS technology, both by 
hydrogen-fuelled plants and also traditional 
fossil-power or synfuels plants (turning coal 
into oil), could form up to 3GtC of the 
9-10GtC annual emissions savings that will 
be necessary by 2050.

GROWTH TO DATE
Interest in hydrogen has grown as it has 
become clear that the use of carbon-based 
fuels will have to be scaled back over the 
coming decades. Regionally, the US 
hydrogen market was estimated at 
US$798.1 million in sales in 2005 and is 
expected to rise to US$1.6 billion in 2010,82 

an increase of 100% in fi ve years.
The European hydrogen market was 
estimated to be worth about US$368 million 
in 2005 and is expected to grow at an 
average annual growth rate of 15% to 
US$740 million by 2010.83 Globally, the 
fuel cell and distributed hydrogen market 
is expected to grow from a US$1.4 billion 
industry (primarily from research contracts 
and demonstration and test units) to 
US$15.6 billion over the next decade.84

 Interest in CCS has also increased 
signifi cantly over the past few years, as costs 
have begun to come down. There are a few 
working examples with oil and gas expro 
companies re-injecting CO2 into aquifers 
to aid oil extraction which, given additional 
revenues from the extra oil and gas, is 
already economic. There are now some 
12 pilot projects around the world linked to 
the capture of emissions from industrial or 
power generation installations, with 20 more 
in the planning stages. Companies involved 
in the pilot projects include most major oil 
companies, alongside a smattering of 
utilities and oil and gas service companies. 

The US National Energy Technology 
Laboratory, operated by the US Department 
of Energy, is aiming to demonstrate safe, 
cost-effective GHG capture, storage and 
mitigation on a commercial scale by 2012. 
In one project, in the San Juan basin in 
northern New Mexico, 75,000 tonnes of CO2 
are to be pumped into an ageing coal-bed 
methane (CBM) fi eld operated by oil 
company ConocoPhillips.

GROWTH PROJECTIONS
Given the potential for CCS to virtually 
eliminate CO2 emissions even from 
traditional fossil power generation, it is 
possible that this technology will come 
to be in widespread use for new-build power 
stations, once it has become more 
economical. Estimates for the increased 
costs involved in the use of CCS in electricity 
production are US$0.01-0.05 per kWh, 
depending on the specifi c technology and 
location.85 Early in 2007, the Southern 
Montana Electric Generation and 
Transmission Co-operative, developers of a 
proposed US$515 million 252MW coal-fi red 
thermal power plant in Montana, announced 
plans to capture up to 90% of its estimated 
2.4 million tonnes of annual CO2 emissions. 
The company believes that the additional 
cost will be offset by reductions in future 
carbon taxes, and carbon capture is not 
expected to increase the cost of electricity 
to more than US$47 per MWh. 
 Hydrogen-power generation with CCS 
technology is at an earlier stage of 
development. However, in July 2006, GE 
announced a partnership with BP to build 
10-15 hydrogen-fuelled power plants over 
the next decade, using GE technology. 
Plans have been announced for two 
US$1 billion, 475-500MW hydrogen power 
plants in Carson, California and Peterhead, 
Scotland. The California plant is scheduled 
to be fi nished in 2011 and the Scottish 
plant is to be completed by 2010. This 
latter plant, located at Scottish & Southern 
Energy’s Peterhead power station, will 
convert natural gas from North Sea fi elds 
into hydrogen and CO2. The 1.2 million 
tonnes of CO2 per year will be sequestered 
in the BP-operated Miller oil-fi eld more 
than 4km under the sea bed. BP had been 
in discussions with the government over 
potential support incentives (as capital 
costs will be up to US$600 million) and 
was expecting to be able to go ahead with 
the project in early 2007, but it has now 
been delayed by at least a year. About 200 
construction jobs are expected to be created 
during construction of the onshore facilities, 
and 100 permanent jobs at Peterhead 
Power Station. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS SOURCES
EPACT
US Energy Policy Act.

ESCO
Energy Services Company.

EUA
EU Allowance. The tradeable commodity created 
within the EU ETS.

EU ETS
European Emissions Trading Scheme. The world’s 
largest multi-national greenhouse gas emissions 
trading scheme commenced on January 1, 2005. 

FUEL CELL
An electrochemical energy conversion device. 
It produces electricity from external supplies of fuel 
(on the anode side) and oxidant (on the cathode side). 
These react in the presence of an electrolyte. Fuel cells 
can operate virtually continuously as long as the 
necessary fl ows of reactants and products are maintained. 
Fuel cells differ from batteries in that their reactants 
must be replenished, while batteries store electrical 
energy chemically in a closed system. Many combinations 
of fuel and oxidant are possible. A hydrogen cell uses 
hydrogen as fuel and oxygen as oxidant. Other fuels 
include hydrocarbons and alcohols.

GHG
Greenhouse gas.

GTC
Gigatonne of Carbon (one billion tonnes of carbon).

GW
Gigawatt of power (one billion watts).

HVAC
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning.

HYBRID VEHICLE
Automotive vehicle with an electric motor and 
an internal combustion engine powered by a 
fossil fuel or biofuel.

ICE FUTURES
The Intercontinental Exchange company operates 
a leading global, electronic marketplace for trading 
both futures and OTC energy contracts. 

IGCC
Integrated Gasifi cation Combined Cycle. This is a new 
type of coal power production plant where coal is 
turned into gas and can assist in the separation and 
sequestration of carbon dioxide at a lower cost than 
conventional coal plants.

IPCC
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. This 
is the body established by the World Meteorological 
Organisation (WMO) and the United Nations Environment 
Programme (UNEP) in 1988 in order to assess the 
scientifi c, technical and socio-economic information 
relevant to understanding the scientifi c basis of risk 
of human-induced climate change, its potential impacts 
and options for adaptation and mitigation. 

IPO
Initial Public Offering.

JI
Joint Implementation.

KYOTO PROTOCOL
The emissions-reductions agreement created under the 
UNFCCC and which entered into force in February 2005.

LED
Light Emitting Diode.

MANDATED LEAD ARRANGER
A bank in charge of organising a syndicated loan.

MW
Megawatt.

MWh
Megawatt hour. A Megawatt corresponds to a billion 
watts in power capacity, and Megawatt hours describes 
the amount of power in Megawatts generated over 
a particular period of time.

AC
Air-conditioning.

AIM
London’s Alternative Investment Stock-Market.

BIOFUELS
Fuels made from processing biomass or metabolic 
by-products, such as plant oils or animal waste; the 
liquid versions are used in transport applications.

CCL
Climate Change Levy. A UK tax on fossil fuel use.

CCS
Carbon Capture and Storage. CCS is an approach to 
mitigating climate change by capturing carbon dioxide 
(CO ) from large point sources such as power plants 
and subsequently sequestering it instead of releasing 
it into the atmosphere, probably in geological aquifers 
in depleted oil and gas fi elds. Technology for the 
capturing of CO  is already commercially available for 
large CO  emitters, such as power plants. Storage of 
CO , on the other hand, is a relatively untried concept.

CCX
Chicago Climate Exchange. The world’s fi rst, and North 
America’s only, voluntary, legally binding, rules-based 
greenhouse gas emission reduction and trading system. 

CDM
Clean Development Mechanism. Defi ned in Article 12 
of the Kyoto Protocol, the CDM allows industrialised 
countries with emission reduction targets to invest in 
emission-reducing projects in developing countries and 
take credit for any emissions reduced. Such credits are 
known as Certifi ed Emission Reductions (CERs). CDM 
projects are also intended to contribute to the 
sustainable development of the host country. 

CFL
Compact Fluorescent Lightbulb.

CHP
Combined Heat and Power, also known as cogeneration 
of heat and electricity from the same fuel source.

COGENERATION
See CHP.

CO
Carbon Dioxide, the principal greenhouse gas.

CO e
Carbon dioxide equivalent. A unit, measured in tonnes, 
that allows emissions of non-CO  greenhouse gas 
emissions to be expressed as if they were CO  emissions, 
using global warming potential coeffi cients to make 
the conversion. 

DEFRA
UK Government Department of Environment, Food and 
Rural Affairs.

DIGESTER GAS
Produced during the anaerobic treatment of waste 
sludge and is comprised of methane and carbon dioxide; 
it has about 60% of the energy value of natural gas.

E85
An ethanol-based biofuel, comprising 85% ethanol 
and 15% gasoline.

ECX
European Climate Exchange.

EHS
Environment, Health and Safety. Also referred 
to as Environment, Safety and Health (ESH).

ENERGY-STAR
This is a joint programme of the US Environmental 
Protection Agency and the US Department of Energy 
aiming to promote market growth in energy-effi cient 
products and practices, through an ‘Energy-Star’ 
labelling scheme. Energy-Star is also used in countries 
outside the US.

NASDAQ
US-based electronic stock market. The name was 
originally an acronym for National Association of 
Securities Dealers Automated Quotations system. 
It was founded in 1971 by the National Association 
of Securities Dealers.

NITROUS OXIDE (N O)
Powerful greenhouse gas emitted through soil cultivation 
practices, especially the use of commercial and organic 
fertiliser, fossil-fuel combustion, nitric acid production, 
and biomass burning. One of the six greenhouse gases 
to be curbed under the Kyoto Protocol. The global 
warming potential of N O is 296 times that of CO . 

NYSE
New York Stock Exchange.

OEM
Original Equipment Manufacturer.

PAFC
Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell.

PE
Private Equity.

PROJECT FINANCE
Also known as Asset Finance, project fi nance is the 
fi nancing of long-term infrastructure and industrial 
projects where project debt and equity used to fi nance 
the project are paid back from the cash fl ow generated 
by the project, rather than the general assets or 
creditworthiness of the project owners. The fi nancing 
is typically secured by the project assets, including 
the revenue-producing contracts. 

PV
Photovoltaics.

R&D
Research and Development.

R,D&D
Research, Design and Development.

RGGI
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. Agreement by seven 
north-eastern US states to establish a GHG emissions 
trading scheme, due to commence in 2009.

RPS
Renewable Portfolio Standard.

SOLAR MODULE
A structure containing c. 40 solar PV cells (capable 
of generating 1-2 watts of power each). 

TWh
Terawatt hours. A Terawatt corresponds to a trillion 
watts in power capacity, and Terawatt hours describes 
the amount of power in Terawatts generated over 
a particular period of time.

UNFCCC
The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change. Adopted on 9 May 1992 and signed at the 
1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro by more than 
150 countries and the European Community. Its 
ultimate objective is the “stabilisation of greenhouse 
gas concentration in the atmosphere at a level that 
would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference 
with the climate system.” The Convention entered 
into force in March 1994. 

US EPA
United States Environmental Protection Agency.

VC
Venture Capital.
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Carbon Down Profits Up	(Third	Edition)	has	been	a	key	publication	and	major	
resource tool for The Climate Group and it’s supporters. Again, the use of colour 
block overlay on both text and photography are key design elements within this 
publication. There are also many good examples of information management  
and the use of complex tabular information and charts.

The Climate Group publishes this, the third edition of Carbon 
Down Profits Up, at a time when climate change and energy 
security have become priorities for government and business
alike. Over the last 12 months, we have observed an 
unprecedented expansion in the number of corporations and 
governments reporting action to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions. We see front runners across a diversity of sectors,
from public to private, oil and gas to hi-tech, retail to real estate, 
continue to achieve cuts beyond those mandated by policy, 
reaching over 25% in many cases. More importantly, we continue 
to see these organisations realising significant fi nancial and 
economic returns from their actions. 
 The fundamental message of this report is clearer than ever – 
GHG emissions reduction is a straight business proposition for 
those that pursue it.
 So what lies behind the growth in activity refl ected in 
successive editions of this report? Only recently, we saw carbon 
management in many fi rms fi led fi rmly under “compliance risk,” 
or a nice-to-have component of corporate social responsibility, 
perhaps. Now, it is clear to us that advances in science, 
media-driven breakthroughs in public awareness and a growing 
acceptance of the inevitability of stronger policy frameworks are 
altering the arena. The old adage that in every threat lies opportunity 
holds true, and carbon strategy is fast becoming a competitive 
issue amongst corporate boardrooms and political parties.
 Transparency is also undoubtedly a factor in the reporting 
boom. Pushed by investor demands and pulled by availability 
of new reporting methodologies, more companies are turning 
the spotlight on their own performance. Much still remains 
to be done, however, to improve standards of carbon disclosure 
such that better comparisons can be drawn. Nevertheless as 
the reporters grow in number, so we tighten the criteria for their 
inclusion. Of over 1,500 organisations surveyed, only the 137 
most impressive results in carbon reduction are selected here.
 The Climate Group is privileged to work with some of 
the leaders in this fi eld, assisting as best we can those pushing 
the envelope on carbon reduction, as well as those driving new 
markets in climate solutions. Whilst much more needs to be 
done if the worst impacts of climate change are to be avoided, 
we believe policymakers in particular should see real cause for 
optimism in the experiences of the leading companies, cities 
and regional governments. We hope that by drawing attention 
to the successes of these role models, we can inspire others 
to rise to the challenge.

STEVE HOWARD
CEO, THE CLIMATE GROUP
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COVER IMAGE
THE REICHSTAG, BERLIN – HOME 
OF THE GERMAN PARLIAMENT 
AND ONE OF MANY BUILDINGS 
IN THE CITY EQUIPPED WITH 
SOLAR CELLS. BERLIN HAS 
MADE SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS 
IN CUTTING GHG EMISSIONS –
THE CITY HAD ALREADY MADE 
A 14% REDUCTION IN EMISSIONS 
BY 2002.

CARBON DOWN
PROFITS UP
THIRD EDITION

TOP 3 REDUCERS  REDUCTION
CATALYST PAPER CORP. 71%
ASTRAZENECA 63%
DUPONT 60%

In 2001, upon launching the GHG Protocol for 
accounting and reporting corporate emissions, 
WBCSD/WRI stated that: 
 “Increasingly, companies will need to 
understand and manage their GHG risks in order 
to maintain their license to operate, to ensure 
long-term success in a competitive business 
environment, and to comply with national or 
regional policies aimed at reducing corporate 
GHG emissions”. 

Five years on, progress is clear. Monitoring and 
reporting of corporate GHG emissions is now far 
more widespread. Empirical evidence of this 
comes from the fourth CDP report: 72% of all 
FT500 companies asked to disclose information 
on their GHG emissions did so in 2006, up from 
just 47% in 2003. 
 Monitoring and reporting accurately, however, 
is just the fi rst step, with real change being a move 
to more effective management of emissions so 
as to seize the opportunities that the shift to 
a low-carbon economy can bring. While no-one 
would pretend that all the emissions reductions 
necessary to avoid dangerous climate change will 
come at zero cost, there are nevertheless abundant 
economically attractive actions that can be taken. 
This is borne out by the experience of the fi rms 
covered in this report.
 Not only does this report highlight the array 
of businesses successfully achieving absolute 
reductions totalling billions of tonnes of CO2, it 
shows that in none of the companies listed has 
the economic impact of this action been negative. 
The data also demonstrates that opportunities 
to cut emissions exist across a wide range of 
industries, from developed and emerging 
economies alike. In the last 12 months corporate 
action on climate change has been much 
publicised, not because it is novel or extraordinary, 
but because it is becoming constant, successful 
and genuine. With HSBC becoming the fi rst 
carbon neutral bank in November 2005, three 
months ahead of schedule, and BP committing 
to doubling its investment in alternative energies 
in December 2005, the gauntlet was laid 
down. Other large companies were expected to 
follow suit or raise the bar in 2006, and many 
have done so. In this report, more than 
20 of the companies listed achieved emission 
reductions of over 25%, including Alcoa, Asahi 
Glass, Dow Chemical, Entergy, and Westpac 

(see Case Study: Westpac). Total emissions 
reductions recorded in this report are in excess 
of 1.8 billion tonnes CO2e, equivalent to nearly 
7% of the global total.
 Alongside the companies cutting their own 
emissions, some have shown leadership in other 
ways. BSkyB became the fi rst carbon neutral 
media company while Bank of America started 
offering cash incentives to employees to support 
the purchase of hybrid vehicles. Announcements 
from major brand names have included 
Wal-Mart’s new strategy of infl uencing its 60,000 
suppliers to produce lower carbon products, and 
Virgin’s decision to invest all profi ts over the next 
three years from its rail and aviation divisions – 
up to US$400 million – in biofuel development. 
 Business is beginning to accept that 
emission reductions are required and possible. 
Furthermore, these actions are now issues of 
strategy, competitiveness and market advantage – 
rather than obligation, operational necessity and 
compliance. General Electric (GE) launched 
Ecomagination in May 2005 and in May 2006, 
reported revenues for this range of high tech, 
low carbon products and services in excess of 
US$10 billion. GE’s Ecomagination is a strong 
example of the fl ipside of at-source emissions 
reductions: the development of the low carbon 
economy. This new area of economic growth will 
be featured in a sister Climate Group publication, 
due for release in early 2007. 

CASE STUDY: WESTPAC 
WESTPAC, AUSTRALIA’S OLDEST COMPANY, IS 
USED TO BEING A CORPORATE LEADER. SINCE 1996 
REDUCTIONS IN TRAVEL, PAPER AND ELECTRICITY 
USE HAVE CUT THE COMPANY’S GHG EMISSIONS 
BY 45% ON 1996 LEVELS. IN 2005-06 ALONE, 
WESTPAC REALIZED A 12% REDUCTION BY 
PURCHASING GREEN POWER AND INTEGRATING 
ENERGY, WATER AND EMISSION PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS INTO FACILITY MANAGERS’ CONTRACTS. 
WESTPAC STRIVES TOWARDS AN ULTIMATE GOAL 
OF ZERO NET EMISSIONS. SINCE 1993, WESTPAC 
HAS SAVED OVER US$7 MILLION IN ENERGY COSTS 
AND RECENTLY INVESTED US$500 MILLION IN A 
NEW HEADQUARTERS DESIGNED TO ACHIEVE OPTIMAL 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND MINIMAL GHG EMISSIONS. 
AS WELL AS REDUCING ITS OWN CARBON FOOTPRINT, 
WESTPAC HELPS ITS CUSTOMERS REDUCE THEIRS – 
FOR EXAMPLE, THROUGH ITS GREEN MORTGAGE 
SCHEME. ITS ENVIRONMENTAL CREDENTIALS ARE 
ALSO ATTRACTING NEW BUSINESS AND EMPLOYEES – 
80% OF GRADUATES CHOSE WESTPAC OVER OTHER 
AUSTRALIAN BANKS EXPLICITLY BECAUSE OF 
ITS CSR APPROACH. LINKING PROACTIVE CLIMATE 
CHANGE MANAGEMENT AND CORPORATE SUCCESS, 
WESTPAC PROVIDES LEADERSHIP FOR OTHERS 
TO FOLLOW. 

Profi ts from new product lines aside, the associated 
economic benefi ts of emissions reduction are also 
documented here. Thirty three companies in the 
report have demonstrated fi nancial gains from 
emission reductions, which in total amount to 
approximately US$9.3 billion. The most substantial 
of these was recorded by Dow Chemical, which 
saved approximately US$4 billion between 1994 
and 2005 through energy effi ciency, contributing 
to a 32% reduction in CO2e emissions. Arguments 
that GHG abatement is necessarily bad for business 
are unfounded; this report again provides a wealth 

CORPORATES
LEADING IN A COMPETITIVE CLIMATE

07

RIGHT
TOYOTA PRIUS, TOKYO, JAPAN –
COMPANIES SUCH AS TOYOTA 
HAVE NOT ONLY INVESTED IN 
REDUCING THEIR OPERATIONAL 
GHG EMISSIONS THROUGH ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY AND WASTE 
MANAGEMENT, BUT PRODUCTS 
SUCH AS THE PRIUS ALSO PLAY 
A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN THE 
CORPORATE CONTRIBUTION TO 
CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION.

SWISS RE OFFICES, LONDON, 
UK – LONDON IS HOME TO MANY 
CORPORATIONS STRIVING 
TO COMBAT CLIMATE CHANGE. 
WHILST BT ENCOURAGES ITS 
ENGINEERS TO USE PUBLIC 
TRANSPORT AND WALK TO REDUCE 
CONGESTION AND TRANSPORT 
EMISSIONS, SWISS RE’S LONDON 
OFFICE IS AN EXAMPLE OF 
SUSTAINABLE BUILDING ALMOST 
UNRIVALLED IN THE CITY. 
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71% reduction in (unknown scope) CO e 
emissions 1990-2005. 21% reduction 
in energy use 1990-2005.

450,000 tonne reduction in (unknown 
scope) CO e emissions 1990-2001.

800,000 tonne reduction in (unknown 
scope) CO e emissions 1990-2004. 
40% improvement in energy effi ciency 
in 2004.

28,700 tonne annual reduction in 
(unknown scope) CO e emissions.

200,000 tonne annual reduction in 
(unknown scope) CO e emissions 2005.  
Saved 39 GWh in 2005 through energy 
effi ciency improvement at Hong Kong 
facilities.

13% reduction in (unknown scope) CO e 
emissions 2001-05.  10% reduction 
in energy use 2001-05.  21% reduction 
in business travel 2001-05.

129,500 tonne reduction in scope 2 CO e 
emissions 2001-05.  30% reduction in 
scope 2 CO e emissions through renewal 
of GSM transmission technology. 38% 
energy from renewables.

60% reduction in (unknown scope) CO e 
emissions 1990-2005.  6% reduction 
in energy use 1990-2005.

32% reduction in scope 1 CO e emissions 
1994-2005.

17% reduction in (unknown scope) CO e 
emissions 1997-2005.  18% reduction 
in energy use through manufacturing 
1997-2005.  12% reduction in energy 
use 2002-05.

15% reduction in scope 1 CO e emissions 
from Canadian operations 1990-2004.

2,500,000 tonne reduction in CO e 
emissions through reuse of slag and ash 
at Endesa plants 2005. 1238 MW wind 
capacity installed by end 2005.

32% reduction in (unknown scope) CO e 
emissions 2000-04.

1,200,000 tonne reduction in scope 1 
and 2 CO e emissions 2001-04. 13% 
reduction in energy use 2001-05.

1,600,000 annual tonne reduction
in (unknown scope) CO e emissions 
1990-2005 through fuel switching.

17% reduction in scope 1, 2 and 3 
CO e emissions 2000-05.

CATALYST PAPER CORP.
– Industrial Manufacturing
» 565,667 scope 1 and 2 (2005).

CATERPILLAR, INC.
– Industrial Manufacturing
» 2,151,857  scope 1 and 2 (2005).

CHUGOKU 
– Energy and Utilities
» 39,340,000  scope 1 (2004).

CISCO
– Computer Hardware
» 323,119 scope 1 and 2 (2005).

CLP HOLDINGS 
– Real Estate
» 41,507,590  scope 1 and 2 (2005).

DEUTSCHE BANK
– Banking 
» 380,912  scope 2 and 3 (2005).

DEUTSCHE TELEKOM
– Telecommunications Services
» 2,769,083 scope 2 (2005).

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS (DUPONT)
– Chemicals
» 13,550,000  scope 1 and 2 (2005).

DOW CHEMICAL
– Chemicals
» 25,900,000 scope 1 (2005).

EASTMAN KODAK
– Consumer Products Manufacturing
» 2,860,000 scope 1 and 2 (2005).

ENBRIDGE INC.
– Energy and Utilities
» 353,000 scope 1 (2004). 
 1,080,000 scope 2 (2004).

ENDESA S.A.
– Energy and Utilities
» 51,000,000  scope 1 (2005).

ENTERGY
– Energy and Utilities
» 32,840,088  scope 1 (2005).

FORD MOTOR CO.
– Automotive and Transport
» 2,800,000 scope 1 (2004). 
 5,600,000 scope 2 (2004).

FORTUM
– Energy and Utilities
» 6,400,000  scope 1 (2005). 
 130,000 scope 2 (2005). 
 1,512,700 scope 3 (2005).

FOSTER’S GROUP LIMITED 
– Beverages
» 307,793 scope 1, 2 and 3 (2005).

EE, FS, MS, RE, WM

C, EE, ET, FS, MS, P, PC, PF, T&I, WM

EE, ET, FS, PC, PF, RE, S, WM

C, EE, MS, P, RE, SB, SC, T&I, WM

EE, RE

C, EE, ET, MS, O&CN, P, PC, PF, RE, T&I

C, EE, ET, FS, MS, O&CN, P, PC, RE, SC, 
T&I, WM

EE, ET, FS, MS, P, PC, PF, RE

EE, ET, FS, MS, P, RE 

EE, MS, P, PC, SC, WM

C, EE, ET, MS, RE

C, EE, ET, FS, MS, PC, RE, WM

C, EE, ET, FS, MS, O&CN, PF, RE, WM

C, ET, MS, O&CN, P, PC, SC

C, EE, ET, FS, MS, P, PC, RE, S 

EE, PC 

–  US$4,480,690 annual savings 
2005-06 through reducing fuel 
consumption by 2%.

– US$2,880,000 annual net savings in
 2004 through engine centre fuel savings
 Mossville, IL, USA. US$70,000 annual
 net savings in 2005 through recycling
 steel in Mapleton, IL, USA.

– US$50,000,000 cumulative annual
 savings 1990-2004 due to increased
 thermal effi ciency. 
» US$7,500,000 total spend for
 environmental R&D. US$10,000,000
 total investment in project fi nance.

– US$5,600,000 annual net savings
 through energy effi cient building design,
 construction and operation; electrical
 energy costs savings.

Not documented

» US$5,000,000 investment in World 
 Bank Prototype Carbon Fund 2000.

– €35,300,000 cumulative savings 
 2001-05 through energy reduction.
 €3,000,000 annual savings 2004
 through retrofi tting 2,800 buildings 
 in Germany.  
» €196,000,000 investment 2005-06
 in optimisation of the system portfolio.

– US$3,000,000,000 savings through 
 energy effi ciency 1990-2005.
» US$50,000,000 investment in process 
 and powerhouse effi ciency improvements
 from product and process mix changes
 1990-2004. 

–  US$4,000,000,000 energy cost savings 
1994-2005.

Not documented

Not documented

» US$2,500,000 investment in World 
 Bank Prototype Carbon Fund 2000.

» US$20,300,000 investment in GHG
 emission reduction projects through 
 the end of 2005.

Not documented

– €12,000,000 total revenue from hydro-
 and biomass-based electricity production
 certifi cates.
» €500,000,000 investment in fuel
 switching 2000-05. 

– 17% increase in net income 2004-05.

48% reduction in energy use 
2001-05.  38% reduction in scope 
1 and 2 CO e emissions 2001-05.

24% reduction in scope 1, 2 and 3 
CO e emissions 1990-2004.

12% reduction in scope 1, 2 and 3 
emissions 2000-04.  14% reduction 
in energy use 2000-04.

25% reduction in scope 1, 2 and 3 
CO e emissions 2001-05.

133,000 tonne reduction in (unknown 
scope) CO e emissions 1999-2005.

8% reduction in (unknown scope) CO e 
emissions 1990-95.  8% reduction 
in (unknown scope) CO e 2000-05.

53% reduction in scope 1 and 2 CO e 
emissions 2000-05.  13% global 
energy consumption from renewables 
in 2005.

28% reduction in scope 1 and 2 CO e 
emissions 2000-05.  58% reduction 
in scope 1 PFC emissions 2000-05.

2,800,000 tonne reduction in (unknown 
scope) CO e emissions 1998-2005.

17% reduction in scope 1 CO e emissions 
2003/4-04/5.  10% reduction in energy 
use 2003/4-04/5.

11% reduction in scope 1 and 2 CO e 
emissions 1990-2005.

19% increase in energy effi ciency 
1995-2005.

25% reduction in (unknown scope) CO e 
emissions 1990-2005.

26% reduction in scope 1 CO e emissions 
2005.  82% energy from biofuels.

5% reduction in (unknown scope) CO e 
emissions 1990-2005.

8% reduction in scope 1 and 2 CO e 
emissions 1990-2005.

23% reduction in (unknown scope) CO e 
emissions 1995-2004. 20% reduction in 
energy use 1995-2004.

FREESCALE SEMICONDUCTORS
– Electronics
» 525,000 scope 1 and 2 (2005).

GAZ METRO
– Energy and Utilities
» 53,531 scope 1 (2004).

GENERAL MOTORS
– Automotive and Transport
» 12,350,000  scope 1, 2 and 
 3 (2004).

GLAXOSMITHKLINE
– Pharmaceuticals
» 2,634,000  scope 1, 2 and 3 (2005).

HBOS
– Banking 
» 105,956 scope 1 and 3 (2005).

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
– Chemicals
» 2,120,544 (unknown scope) (2005).

INTERFACE
– Industrial Manufacturing
» 76,741 scope 1 and 2 (2005).

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES
– Computer Services
» 2,109,025  scope 1 (2005). 
 224,559 scope 1 (2005). 
 348,058 scope 2 (2005).

INTERNATIONAL PAPER
– Industrial Manufacturing
»  11,900,000 scope 1, 2 and 3 (2005).

INVESTA PROPERTY GROUP
– Real Estate
» 2,506  scope 1 (2005). 
 102,687  scope 2 (2005).

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
– Pharmaceuticals
» 282,726  scope 1 (2005). 
 790,716 scope 2 (2005).

KIMBERLY-CLARK
– Consumer Products Manufacturing
» 5,673,427 scope 1 (2005). 
 3,665,596 scope 2 (2005).

KIRIN BREWERY CO. (NOT KIRIN GROUP)
– Beverages
» 390,000 scope 1 (2005).

KLABIN
– Industrial Manufacturing
» 3,403,136 scope 1 (2005).

KOMATSU
– Industrial Manufacturing
» 702,238 (unknown scope) (2005).

LAFARGE
– Chemicals
» 89,200,000 scope 1 and 2 (2005).

LION NATHAN LIMITED 
– Beverages
» 192,000 scope 1 and 2 (2005).

EE, ET, P, PC, RE, WM

C, EE, MS, O&CN, SB, T&I, WM

C, EE, ET, FS, MS, P, PC, PF, RE, WM

EE, ET, P, RE, T&I, WM

C, EE, MS, PF, SB, SC, T&I, WM

EE, ET, MS, PC, RE, SC, WM

C, EE, MS, O&CN, P, RE, S, SC, T&I, WM

EE, O&CN, P, PC, RE, T&I

EE, ET, MS, RE, S, T&I, WM

EE, RE, SB

EE, ET, FS, MS, O&CN, RE, S, T&I

EE, ET, FS, MS, PC, PF, RE, S

EE, FS, MS, PC, RE, SB, T&I

C, FS, MS, O&CN

EE, P, SC, T&I

EE, FS, P, PC, S, SB 

EE, MS, PC, WM

Not documented

Not documented

– US$2,700,000 annual net revenue 
 from Green Lights Programme 2002.

Not documented

– £16,500,000 cumulative cost savings
 1999-2005 through energy effi ciency
 measures.
» £4,000,000 investment in energy
 effi ciency measures 1999-2005. 

– US$750,000 projected savings in 
 2006 due to switching boiler fuel 
 to biomass.

Not documented

–  US$747,000 annual net savings in 
2005 through real time monitoring of 
electrical usage. US$917,000 savings 
due to building recommissioning 
projects optimizing energy use of HVAC, 
thermal plant and electrical system 
operations.  US$38,800,000 annual 
savings in 2003 due to energy 
management/planning.

Not documented

– US$450,780 annual net savings
 2003/4-04/5 through energy
 effi ciency.

– US$30,000,000 cumulative net savings
 through energy effi ciency 1995-2005.  
» US$78,000,000 investment 2004-05 
 in energy effi ciency.

– US$70,000,000 annual net savings
 through energy effi ciency 2000-05.

» US$8,236,275 investment in wind
 power 2005-06. US$72,453,615
 investment in fuel switching.

Not documented

» US$52,063,500 investment 
 in improving ESCO operations. 
 US$4,267,500 investment in 
 other energy effi ciency measures.

» €7,400,000 total investment in
 CO e reduction measures 2005.

Not documented

COMPANY/SECTOR/CARBON FOOTPRINT REDUCTIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS MEASURES FINANCIAL BENEFIT/INVESTMENTCOMPANY/SECTOR/CARBON FOOTPRINT REDUCTIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS MEASURES FINANCIAL BENEFIT/INVESTMENT

MEASURES KEY
C: Communications  MS: Management Systems PF: Project Finance SC: Supply Chain
EE: Energy Effi ciency  O&CN: Offsets & Carbon Neutrality  RE: Renewable Energy T&I: Transport & Information and
ET: Emissions Trading P: Products S: Sequestration   Communications Technology (ICT)
FS: Fuel Switching  PC: Process Changes SB: Sustainable Buildings  WM: Waste Management 

MEASURES KEY
C: Communications  MS: Management Systems PF: Project Finance SC: Supply Chain
EE: Energy Effi ciency  O&CN: Offsets & Carbon Neutrality  RE: Renewable Energy T&I: Transport & Information and
ET: Emissions Trading P: Products S: Sequestration   Communications Technology (ICT)
FS: Fuel Switching  PC: Process Changes SB: Sustainable Buildings  WM: Waste Management 

The cover of Carbon Down  
Profits Up uses the overprinting 
technique discussed earlier in 
section two. It creates a very  
strong, graphic cover. 

Contents pages using colours  
of type to create hierarchy.

A percentage of black can be  
used behind the type to help 
highlight important information  
or pull out facts.

Large tables use a combination  
of key lines and colour bars to 
highlight and separate information 
as seen in section two. 
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papEr aND proDUCTIoN

For	further	information	and	approval	of	label	application,	please	contact	your	FSC	
accredited	certification	body.	Current	contact	details	are	available	from	www.fsc.
org.	In	the	UK	the	preferred	supplier	for	paper	is	Howard	Smith	Paper	Group.	There	
are	a	range	of	coated,	uncoated	and	coloured	stocks	to	choose	from.	For	samples,	
swatches	and	dummies	call	01604	443	679.	Guaranteed	next	day	delivery	from	 
16	regional	sales	offices.	For	more	information	please	visit	www.hspg.com

fSC 100% LabEL
Products	with	a	100%	FSC	 
label	come	from	forests	certified	
as being in compliance with the 
environmental and social 
standards	of	the	Forest	
Stewardship	Council	(FSC).

fSC recycled label
Products	with	a	100%	Recycled	
label support re-use of forest 
resources and in accordance with 
FSC	standards	only	use	post-
consumer	recycled	wood	or	fibre.

CarboN NEUTraL
CO2 emissions have been 
independently measured.
100%	of	emissions	have	been	
reduced to net zero through  
a mix of internal reductions,  
(change	of	a	manufacturing	
process	for	example)	and	best	
practice external reductions 
(carbon	offsetting)	there	will	 
be clear communication around 
the proposition. There are a  
set	of	rules	–	known	as	the	
CarbonNeutral	Protocol	–	
governing what the CarbonNeutral 
brand mark stands for and how  
it can be applied. These rules  
are discussed and agreed with  
an Independent Advisory Group  
of NGOs, scientists and 
businesses, and they ensure any 
CarbonNeutral claims have real 
integrity and follow best practice.

fSC mIxED SoUrCES LabEL
Products	with	a	Mixed	Sources	
label support the development of 
responsible forest management 
worldwide. The wood comes from 
FSC	certified	well	managed	forests,	
company	controlled	sources	and/or	
recycled material. Company 
controlled sources are controlled, 
in	accordance	with	FSC	standards,	
to exclude illegally harvested 
timber, forests where high 
conservation values are threatened, 
genetically	modified	organisms,	
violation of people’s civil and 
traditional rights and wood from 
forests harvested for the purpose 
of converting the land to plantations 
or other non-forest use. 

The	recycling	symbol	identifies	
post-consumer recycled content  
in these products.

Cert no. XXX-XXX-000

Cert no. XXX-XXX-000

XX%

Cert no. XXX-XXX-000

Cert no. XXX-XXX-000
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ThE waY wE SpEak

braND worDS
Practical
Bright
Enabling
Collective

whaT To Do
Talk	about	us	and	we	–	not	they	and	them.	
eg. We’re in this together

Use	everyday	language	–	avoid	over	complication
eg. Looking after our climate through simple action

Be warm but not ‘over friendly’
eg. We’ve made it easy with some simple ways for  
you to start making a difference

Be	down-to-earth	–	avoid	pomposity	or	‘talking	down’	
eg. We can show you what’ll happen to the world if  
we ignore climate change and leave it to someone  
else to solve the problem

Be bright and spirited but avoid too many  
action-led words
eg. Look what we can achieve if we act together.  
It’s easy to do

braND ToNE
Positive
Warm
To-the-point
Modern
Spirited

whaT NoT To Do
Avoid using jargon or ‘corporate’ words
eg. ‘Solutions’ or ‘tools’

Keep a light tone, but avoid humour for humour’s  
sake	–	remember	we	are	tackling	a	serious	issue
eg. Sign up today and we guarantee that you’ll save 
energy, save money and become better looking*  
(*ok	we	lied	about	that	one)	

Consistency in how we speak and our terminology is essential given the complex 
nature of climate change, the amount of information broadcast and printed by the 
ever growing number of environmental organisations, not to mention our many 
different audiences in a growing number of countries.
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CarboN DIoxIDE
Always referred to as CO2	following	first	mention	 
on page

GrEENhoUSE GaSES
Written	in	abbreviated	form	‘GHG’	following	first	
mention within publication

mEaSUrEmENT of TEmpEraTUrE
Always	written	in	°C	first	followed	by	Fahrenheit	
conversion	in	brackets	e.g.	3°C	(5°F)	

mEaSUrEmENT of CoNCENTraTIoNS (E.G. Co2)
Parts	per	million	referred	to	as	‘PPM’	after	 
first	mention

mEaSUrEmENTS (GENEraL)
Convert accordingly but beware context:
>	Centimetres	to	inches
>		Metres	(altitude,	length/width/depth/thickness)	 

to feet
>	Metres	(distance)	to	yards
>	Miles	to	kilometers

NB.	Use	same	number	of	significant	figures	 
for conversion 

NUmbErS
>	All	numbers	under	nine	written	as	words	
>		Numbers	over	nine	written	in	numeric	form	 

unless at start of sentence

CharT TITLES aND CharT axIS LabELS 
All titles and labels, which allude to a measurement 
of some kind to specify measurement units in brackets

Example:	GlOBAl	NEAR	SURFACE	
TEMPERATURES	(°C)

CrEDITING CoNTrIbUTorS or pErSoNS qUoTED
foLLow orDEr aS foLLowS:
NAME
POSITION
COMPANy/ORGANISATION
COUNTRy	

NB.	Country	only	required	for	context	–	need	 
to	be	careful	doesn’t	change	meaning	of	title)
>	In	styled	quotes
>	No	periods	at	end
>	Replace	periods	in	text	with	en	rule

US vErSUS Uk ENGLISh LaNGUaGE
Use appropriate version based on majority share of 
audience or directive from TCG

mEaSUrEmENTS of ENErGY
Megawatts/kilowatts	–	abbreviated	as	follows	after	
first	mention	within	document	–	MWh,	kW	or	kWh	
Example:	25MWh	(no	space)

aCroNYmS for orGaNIzaTIoNS/CompaNIES
Names	mentioned	in	full	on	first	occasion	then	
abbreviated to common acronym form:

Example: Organization for Economic Cooperation  
and	Development	(OECD)*

*This can also be referred to in a glossary depending 
on pub.

TITLES of bookS, ESSaYS, ETC.
Always italicized with date of publication in brackets 
(if	known)

USE of DoLLarS
Depending on publication audience, specify country 
in abbreviated form:
Example:	US$15	million

pErCENTaGES
Use:	15-25%
NOT:	15%-25%
NOT:	15	to	25%

YEarS
Abbreviate	within	the	decade/century:
Example:	2000-03
1990-2005
1997-98
1985-1992
2005-2015

STEvE howarD
Should always be referred to as ‘CEO’ not ‘Chief 
Executive’

wEb aDDrESSES
Should always be underlined
WWW.THEClIMATEGROUP.ORG

Consistency in how we speak and our terminology is essential. Below offers  
a few pointers.
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The website has been designed to be as informative and accessible as possible. 
Content is managed from the UK via a bespoke content management system.

Image spec for online usage: 
72dpi	at	correct	usage	size	(100%).
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The internal electronic communications follows the same fundamental principles 
and basic elements of the corporate identity and should echo the look and feel of 
the main corporate website. However, these elements should be used in a slightly 
less formal way to convey the nature of the content and the audience.

Keep layout simple and 
accessible. A bold keyline  
denotes an new topic or section.

Black	type	in	CAPs	for	headings	
and	red	type	in	CAPs	for 
sub headings.
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EmaIL SIGN off

In order to give a consistent look to all email correspondence, a standard sign  
off style has been designed and should be used by all Climate Group employees. 
Do not add additional information unless authorised to do so. When emails are  
run out this additional information often uses extra sheets of paper.

The image on the right is a  
screen shot of the standard  
email sign-off.

All type should follow the 
specification	indicated	in	 
the example. 

Type should always be black,  
with no highlights in colour or 
other style changes to personalise 
the signature.

Please	note	that	no	line	spacing	
has	been	specified	as	this	is	
automatic.

The text used in the email itself 
should also be Verdana as this  
is the default system font used  
on all appropriate Climate Group 
applications.
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Given that people are generally time poor and bombarded with emails, it  
is essential to grab their attention immediately. Use large text with a date,  
fact	or	quote	to	do	this.	The	bottom	half	of	the	e-flyer	can	hold	more	detailed	
information like times and travel information.

FACT:
THE WORLD IS SET 
TO WARM BY BETWEEN 
1.4 & 5.8ºC THIS 
CENTURY
CAN THE WORLD TURN A CORNER ON CLIMATE CHANGE?

A GROWING CIRCLE OF GOVERNMENTS, STATES, CITIES AND 
BUSINESSES THINK SO. THEY ARE AT THE FORE OF A NEW 
GLOBAL COMMUNITY FOR A LOW CARBON ECONOMY, UNITED 
TO CONFRONT A THREAT FROM WHICH NONE OF US CAN HIDE.

YOU ARE INVITED TO THE LAUNCH OF THE CLIMATE GROUP, 
THE FIRST ORGANISATION TO MOBILISE LEADING GREENHOUSE 
GAS REDUCERS INTERNATIONALLY INTO A SINGLE FORCE FOR 
CHANGE; A SOLUTIONS-ORIENTED MOVEMENT COMMITTED 
TO MINIMISING THE WORLD’S CARBON FOOTPRINT.

TUESDAY APRIL 27TH 2007
WESTMINSTER, SW1

VENUE TO BE CONFIRMED 24 HOURS PRIOR 
TO EVENT BY TELEPHONE

AGENDA:
10:30 REGISTRATION
11:00 EVENT OPENING
 INTRODUCTION: DR. STEVE HOWARD
 KEYNOTE ADDRESS: PRIME MINISTER TONY BLAIR
12:00   PANEL DISCUSSION AND SERIES OF PRESENTATIONS 

LAYING OUT AGENDA FOR CHANGE ON EMISSIONS 
REDUCTION

13:30 LUNCH

RSVP:
COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR

THE CLIMATE GROUP 
ABBEY HOUSE
WELLINGTON WAY
WEYBRIDGE
SURREY KT13 0TT

T: +44 (0)1932 268 309
ALUCAS@THECLIMATEGROUP.ORG

ADMITTANCE WLL BE STRICTLY 
ON A TICKET ONLY BASIS

Consider	the	title	of	the	e-flyer.	
Make sure it is clearly branded  
so the receiver does not think  
its junk mail.

Large fact to create interest. 
Branded with The Climate  
Group logo.

Using black and red to break up 
the information.
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This	is	similar	in	style	to	the	e-bulletin	360°.	

1

The Climate Group’s China Briefi ng, published every other month, will 
update you on efforts underway to tackle climate change in China and 
the challenges ahead. The aim is to highlight key opportunities for 
working with China to achieve low carbon growth and tackle global 
climate change. 

This issue is an introduction to climate change in the Chinese context 
and looks at: 
–  The impacts of climate change on China, including increasingly warm 

temperatures and extreme weather 
– Trends in energy use and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in China 
–  Specifi c steps being taken to tackle GHG emissions in China, including 

those outlined in the 2007 National Climate Change Program 
–  An analysis of China’s position on climate change in the international 

context
– A summary of The Climate Group’s aims and objectives in China. 

INTRODUCTION 
“Climate change has become a social and environmental problem 
for China.” This acknowledgement made last month by China’s leaders 
represents a stark milestone in global efforts to combat climate change. 

On 4 June, 2007 with the publication of China’s National Climate 
Change Program, the world’s most populous country began to embrace 
the concept of a low carbon economy. For the fi rst time, China outlined 
how it aims to improve overall energy effi ciency by 20 percent by 2010, 
compared with 2005 levels.

IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE 
China’s climate has been changing: the fi rst ever National Assessment 
Report on Climate Change published at the end of 2006, shows that 
China has been experiencing increasingly warm temperatures and 
extreme weather:
– Between 1986 and 2005 there were 20 consecutive warm winters
–  Rainfall levels have fallen in Northern China leading to droughts, 
 while the South and South West have seen signifi cantly more rain 
 and fl ooding 
–  Glaciers have been retreating, especially in the Qinghai-Tibetan 

Plateau, the major freshwater source for 2 billion people in 
 South East Asia and China. 

CHINA BRIEFING: ISSUE 1
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SIGNS OF HOPE 
The Chinese government’s goal is to build a resource effi cient and 
environmentally friendly society. This requires it to modernise and 
develop its economy along totally different lines to the traditional 
pattern of industrialisation followed in the 19th and 20th Centuries by 
western countries. China is aiming for a ‘circular economy’ – one 
in which materials (and knowledge) are used to their fullest extent, 
and recycled wherever possible. If China achieves this goal, it will have 
forged a new route to a developed economy, by breaking the strong 
historical link between rising gross domestic product (GDP) per person 
and rising energy consumption per person.
 
Specifi c targets have been set to address problems of low energy 
effi ciency and high levels of pollution. Before 2010, the country aims 
to improve its energy effi ciency per unit of GDP by 20 percent 
compared to 2005. It has also set national targets to increase its use 
of renewable energy by 10 percent by 2010 and 20 percent by 2020.

“IN ITS COURSE OF MODERNISATION, CHINA WILL NOT TREAD 
THE TRADITIONAL PATH OF INDUSTRIALISATION, FEATURING HIGH
CONSUMPTION AND HIGH EMISSIONS. IN FACT, WE WANT TO BLAZE 
A NEW PATH TO INDUSTRIALISATION.” 
MA KAI, HEAD OF CHINA’S NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT & REFORM COMMISSION

STEPS TOWARDS A LOWER CARBON ECONOMY 
To accomplish all this, China is taking rather aggressive steps. There 
are new laws, regulations, policies, and more stringent standards, as 
well as fi nancial drivers and investment, and measures to gear the 
country towards a future of high energy effi ciency, lower emissions 
and eventually a low carbon economy.

TOWARDS AN ENERGY-WISE ECONOMY
The government has developed an economic policy framework to 
promote energy effi ciency and pollution reduction. Specifi c policy 
measures gradually being adopted include investment in priority energy 
sectors (see below) and tariff and pricing mechanisms. The government 
is also using contracts to make sure local decision makers and large 
state-owned enterprises comply with new standards.

PUTTING MONEY INTO RENEWABLES
Investment from both public and private sectors in alternative and 
renewable energy has been rising. Developing cleaner and more effi cient 
coal, renewable energy, nuclear energy, fuel cells and ethanol has 
become one of China’s top priorities, alongside oil and gas exploration, 
carbon sequestration, and, of course, energy effi ciency. There are at 
least 250 research projects on this topic now in China. 

Investment in wind and solar energy in particular has been growing very 
rapidly. For example, the National Development and Reform Commission 
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Looking forward, the report observes that by 2050 the annual average 
temperature in China will rise by as much as 3.3oC (5oF) and national 
annual average precipitation will rise by 7 percent. Extreme weather 
events will be increasingly frequent. 

The report also analyses all-around impact of climate change on China’s 
natural ecosystem and socio economic sectors, and it concludes that 
‘the future impact could be enormously destructive’.

CONTINUED GROWTH OF GHG EMISSIONS 
From 1994 to 2004, China’s annual average growth rate of GHG 
emissions has been around 4 percent, according to the National Climate 
Change Program. Some recent studies are forecasting that China’s GHG 
emissions will continue to grow until about 2050, when the curve is 
expected to fl atten out and even start to show a downward slope. 
 

There are several reasons for the upward trend. First, demand for 
energy is rising at such a rate that growth in supply can hardly keep 
up. Second, coal continues to be the dominant source of energy, though 
it is now showing a slight decrease. Third, outdated technologies and 
processes make China’s current use of energy very ineffi cient. Finally, 
at its current stage of development and industrialisation China is rapidly 
increasing its energy intensive manufacturing capacity and building 
huge numbers of roads and buildings, especially in its growing cities.

FACT: CHINA’S CUMULATIVE EMISSIONS OF CO2 FROM FOSSIL FUEL
COMBUSTION ACCOUNTED FOR 9.33 PERCENT OF THE WORLD TOTAL 
FROM 1950–2002
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plans to invest 1.5 trillion RMB Yuan (about $US200 billion) on 
renewable energy between now and 2020. Last year, a total of 1,454 
sets of newly established wind power generators were installed, with 
total added capacity of 1,337 MW – more than the total in the past 
20 years.

FURTHER SPECIFIC MEASURES
Last month the Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency 
published fi gures showing that China has already taken the United 
States’ title as the world’s largest emitter of CO2 (although China’s 
cumulative contribution to climate change will not surpass that of the 
West for many years to come). Against that background here are just 
some of China’s most recent measures: 
–  On May 22–23 2007, at the second US/China Strategic Economic 

Dialogue, the two nations agreed to cooperate on advancing clean 
coal technology, proposing up to 15 large-scale coal mine methane 
capture projects in China, with the fi rst two now ready for 
development

– In June 2007, the government set up a ‘National Leading Group’ 
 on climate change, energy conservation and pollution control, 
 directed by Premier Wen Jiabao, (though critics point out that there
 is still no energy ministry)
– On June 3 2007, the State Council issued notice to implement 
 China’s national climate change programme
–  On June 14, 2007, the Ministry of Science and Technology of 

China launched China’s scientifi c and technological actions on 
climate change. The programme has set six goals by the end 
of 2020: 

 –  To advance and implement key technology to control GHGs and 
  mitigate climate change; 
 – To enhance adaptive capacity for key industries and vulnerable 
  areas; 
 – To improve capacity of scientifi c support for international 
  cooperation and strategy; 
 – To advance education and research on climate change; 
 – To improve public awareness on climate change.
– China to amend the law on energy conservation to reduce energy 
 consumption, hopefully to get approval by the National People’s 
 Congress later this year. Industrial energy-saving will be further 
 strengthened, while transportation, building and government energy 
 use will be regulated by the amended law
– China to step up supervision of energy-saving and pollution reduction 
 performance. The government is actively establishing a monitoring 
 and assessment system of energy intensity per GDP unit. A detailed 
 2007 action plan for energy-saving and pollution control is also 
 being discussed for each sector.
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The e-newsleter shown here  
was	created	for	our	China	office.	
Keep the design simple, clear and 
well branded. 
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07  ELECTroNIC 
powErpoINT

PowerPoint	is	a	vital	communication	tool	and	as	such,	should	be	delivered	
consistently. The master template supplied has been designed with various  
page styles to cover most requirements. This basic style should be adhered to  
at	all	times.	There	is	a	temptation	with	PowerPoint	to	embrace	all	that	it	offers.	 
But remember, less is usually more.

TRANSPORT AND 
CLIMATE CHANGE
PRESENTATION TO 
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS 
THE PRINCE OF WALES

STEVE HOWARD
THE CLIMATE GROUP
LONDON JUNE 21 2007

IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE

>  21,000 people died in European heat wave 2003 
(frequency of extreme weather set to increase)

>   An estimated 160,000 dying annually in the developing world already 
from changes in climate

>   Ten-fold increase in weather related insurance losses from 1950-2000 
>  15–37% of species could be committed to extinction as a result of 

climate change by 2050
>  An estimated 150 million environmental refugees could be created 

by 2050
>  Further fi ve-fold increases in extreme rainfall events
>  2 billion additional people at risk of starvation
>  Abrupt changes – other ‘surprise’ impacts?

GLOBAL EMISSIONS (Mt) FROM FUEL 
COMBUSTION TRANSPORT SECTOR 2001
Source: International Energy Agency, 2003

Chart or image area

PAGE TITLE
SUBTITLE HERE

Lorem ipsum dolor sitm amet 
wille insusipit extato eram

>  21,000 people died in European 
heat wave 2003 
(frequency of extreme weather 
set to increase)

>   An estimated 160,000 dying 
annually in the developing world 
already from changes in climate

>   Ten-fold increase in weather 
related insurance losses from 
1950-2000 

Chart or image area

Powerpoint	does	not	embed	
typefaces. A common system font 
should always be used here as the 
computer will automatically 
default to another typeface if it 
can not locate the one used in the 
document. This can cause the 
layout to move around and change 
your planned presentation.
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08    EvENT braNDING
   EvENTS
   LarGE baNNErS
   pULL Up baNNErS
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08  EvENT braNDING 
EvENTS

As our identity is bold and recognisable, use clearly and with scale. Think  
about how things will look on screen or framed as a photograph and aim for  
maximum impact.

Uk launch

Melbourne conference
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08  EvENT braNDING
 LarGE baNNErS

The large scale banners and backdrops used in the UK launch were simple,  
but created a strong brand presence.

Branded banners, backdrops and 
podiums use the logos to create a 
strong visual presence.

The C is visually centred on the 
banner so the ° hangs out to the left.

The podium uses both the marque 
and the logotype.
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08  EvENT braNDING 
pULL Up baNNErS

These are a great way to instantly own a space. A mixture of brand, facts,  
quotes and black and white backgrounds works well.

‘‘I HAVE NO
DOUBT THAT THE
CARBON SHOCK IS
COMING –THE
WORLD’S SCIENTIFIC
COMMUNITY HAS
BEEN SAYING THIS 
FOR A DECADE,AND
NOW GOVERNMENTS
AND BUSINESS ARE
STARTING TO MOVE’’

> GREG BOURNE, FORMALLY PRESIDENT OF BP AUSTRALIA – CURRENTLY CEO WWF AUSTRALIA

WWW.THECLIMATEGROUP.ORG

GLOBAL LEADERS FOR
CLIMATE SOLUTIONS

FACT:
IF EVERY U.S.
HOME PUT COMPACT
FLUORESCENT BULBS
IN THEIR 5 MOST 
USED LIGHTING
FIXTURES,THE U.S.
WOULD CONSERVE 
800 BILLION KWH
OF ELECTRICITY.

SAVING AMERICANS
OVER $3 BILLION
ANNUALLY IN
ELECTRICITY COSTS.

WWW.THECLIMATEGROUP.ORG

GLOBAL LEADERS FOR
CLIMATE SOLUTIONS

WWW.THECLIMATEGROUP.ORG

GLOBAL LEADERS FOR
CLIMATE SOLUTIONS

WWW.THECLImATEGROUP.ORG

GLOBAL LEADERS FOR
CLImATE SOLUTIONS

FACT:
THE SOLAR, WIND

AND FUEL CELL
INDUSTRIES ARE

POISED TO GROW BY
$80 BILLION OVER

THE NEXT 10 YEARS

WWW.THECLImATEGROUP.ORG

GLOBAL LEADERS FOR
CLImATE SOLUTIONS

‘‘IF WE DO NOT BEGIN
TO TAKE ACTION ON

CLImATE CHANGE 
NOW, mORE

SUBSTANTIAL, 
mORE DISRUPTIVE, & 

mORE EXPENSIVE
CHANGE WILL BE
NEEDED LATER’’

> SIR DAVID KING, UK GOVERNmENT’S CHIEF SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR

These can be produced in  
different sizes.

500x200mm
750x200mm
1000x2000mm

Artwork should be set up at  
1:10	scale	to	keep	file	size	down.

Here are three examples of pull up 
banners. Simple branded banners, 
fact and quote banners. Type can 
align left or right depending on 
their positioning and location.
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 CoNTaCTS

hEaD offICE:
ThE TowEr bUILDING 
3rD fLoor
11 York roaD 
LoNDoN SE1 7Nx 
UNITED kINGDom

T: +44 (0)20 7960 2970 
f: +44 (0)20 7960 2971 

USa, NEw York:
444 park avENUE SoUTh
2ND fLoor
NEw York
NY 10022-2604
USa

T: +1 (212) 545 5423
f: +1 (212) 545 5462

USa, CaLIforNIa:
436 14Th STrEET
SUITE 1106
oakLaND
Ca 94612
USa

T: +1 (510) 251 2823
f: +1 (510) 251 2835

USa, fLorIDa:
po box 310
INDIaN roCkS bEaCh
fLorIDa
fL 33785
USa

T: +1 (727) 595 7314
f: +1 (727) 499 6954

aUSTraLIa:
LEvEL 39 rIaLTo TowEr
525 CoLLINS STrEET
mELboUrNE
vIC 3000
aUSTraLIa

T: +61 (3) 9617 4329
f: +61 (3) 9614 2103

ChINa, bEIjING:
SUITE 1502 GoLDEN TowEr
1 xIbahE SoUTh roaD
ChaoYaNG DISTrICT
bEIjING 100028
ChINa

T: +86 10 6440 3639
f: +86 10 6440 3749

ChINa, hoNG koNG:
2/f EToN TowEr
8 hYSaN avENUE
CaUSEwaY baY
hoNG koNG
T: +852 6336 5703

INfo@ThECLImaTEGroUp.orG
www.ThECLImaTEGroUp.orG
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